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Summer Arrives Today

Murray Lions To
Equip Blood Bank

Summer officially arrived in Murray at 8:01 a.m. today and there were no signs of an energy
shortage from the sun.
- and that
At this time of the season, the clays are the longest of the year and the nights the shortest
means the northern hemisphere is receiving more energy from the sun.
Southern California didn't have to be told summer had come. It is locked in the nation's biggest
heat wave. For the third straight day the mercury sizzled to 106 in Los Angeles Wednesday
the last
In Calloway County, late afternoon thundershowers have cooled things off somewhat
days.
most
90
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been
still
has
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couple of days, but the
Jim
-There may be an energy shortage but not as far as the sun's rays are concerned today," said
Seevers, assistant astronomer at the Adler Planeterium in Chicago. "The rays are striking the
northern hemisphere more vertically now and delivering more solar energy per square foot."
The seasons are determined by the position of the earth in its yearly path around the sun.
Earthlings do not feel the earth's orbital speed of about 1842 miles-a-second, but they do notice the
sun apparently changing its position in the sky from season to season.
Technically, this means that at the summer solstice the noon sun reaches an altitute of about 72
degrees above the southern horizon.
By comparison, at the winter solstice-Dec. 21-the sun peeks only 24 degrees over the horizon-and
that is when persons shoveling snow realize the sun's energy shortage.

President Rex Thompson, retiring president of the Murray
Lions Club, has announced that the Murray Lions have
agreed to equip a blood bank in the new Murray-Calloway
County Hospital wing. This decision was reached after
consultation with Hospital Administrator Stuart Poston, he
said.
The local Lions have also agreed to assist, in every way
possible, in securing donors for the new blood bank.
Newly elected President James Lee Harmon and his Board
of Directors, have pledged their support in accomplishing
these tasks during the coming months.
The following Lions have been appointed to a committee to
work directly with the hopital administration in establishing
this much needed Murray-Calloway Blood Bank Tom
Shirley, David Lanier, and Hal Houston.
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Seen&Heard Junk Car Forms
Available At
Around
Several Places
Murray
Reader calls to say the quote
about the mad-dog and Englishman comes from Noel Coward
not Kipling. We almost got it.
We saw Roberta Flack the
ither night in a presentation
called the first time ever and as
far as we are concerned it can
be the last time ever. Normally
we like to hear her sing but that
show was badly put together
and the group she had with her
amazed us by even getting on
television. The best part of the
show was the group of dancers
who accompanied her singing.
Jackie Vernon says that
Michelangelo spent seven years
painting the ceiling of the
Sistine Chapel. He didn't mind
the seven years so much. What
bugged him was when they
asked for a second coat.
Crime in Japan is up and the
government has asked for
suggestions on how to solve Its
gangster problem. Someone
said stick a couple of transistors
in them and export them like
everything else.
"Tough luck," consoled the
friend to a brand new father. "I
know how much you were
counting on a boy this first time.
Well, better luck next time."
"Oh,I'm not too disappointed,"
rejoined the new father. "After
all, a girl was my second
choice."

10

Oak Grove Baptist
Plans For Revival
Revival Services will be held
at the Oak Grove Baptist
Church beginning June 25 and
continuing through July 1.
Services will be held each afternoon at 2:30 p.m. and each
evening at 7:45 p.m.
The speaker for the series of
services will be James W.
Vaughn, a native of Graves
County now living in Ripley,
Tenn.
Special music is planned for
each night of the services.
The pastor of the church is
Otis Y. Schultz. The public is
invited to attend the services.

The Weather
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SHOP TALK— Mrs. Peggy Wilson, supervisor of instruction in the Murray school system, talks
with two Paducah educators during the regional career education meeting at Murray State
University Tuesday, June 19. Shown with her are )left to right): Joe Dallas, principal of Jetton Junior
High School; and Jim Traylor, principal of Paducah Tilghman High School. About 60 people attended
the conference designed for counselors, principals and superinteadents. It was one of six planned by
e‘ education in Kentuck).
the Kentucky Department of Education od'ewa .•

In conjunction with the TVA
Junk Car Pick-Up Campaign,
the County Judge's Office announced today that the
following places have blank
Junk Car Forms available:
Judge's office,
County
Haneline's Grocery, Barsell's
Grocery, Sledd's Grocery,
Blakely Grocery, Lynn Grove
Cash 8g Carry, New Concord
Grocery, L & B Grocery,
Lakestop Grocery, Earl Lee's
Grocery,
Hopkins Grocery, Garland's
Grocery, Higgins's Grocery,
Duncan's Grocery, Morris'
Grocery, Brown's Grocery,
Gordon's Fruit Market, Dee's
Bank at Hazel, and Donelson's
Grocery.
Forms should be mailed or
brought back to the County
Judge's Office as quickly as
possible as the pick-up of junk
vehicles will only be available
until August 31, 1973, Miller
said.
This program is being conducted by the TVA in
cooperation with the residents
of Calloway County in an effort
to rid the County of all unsightly
junked vehicles and in a further
effort to enhance the beauty and
attractiveness of Calloway
County, Miller added.

Jerry Bowden calls our attention to the 157 pound hunk of
cheese he has out at the
Southside IGA. This big cheese
is round and is mellow
Wisconsin cheese and is it good.
We reckon this would be called
hoop cheese for some reason.
(See Seen & Heard, Page 16)
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DISCUSSING CAREER EDUCATION—Mr. and Mrs. Ell Alexaader of Murray visit with Tom
Hagler of the Kentucky Department of Education during a regional career education meeting on the
campus of Murray State University Tuesday, June 19. Alexander is the principal of Murray High
School. About 60 people attended the conference designed for counselors, principals and superintendents. Sponsored by the Kentucky Department of Education, the meeting was one of a series of six
planned in Kentucky on career education.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley )

Astronauts Ready Hazel Church
Plans Revival
For Return Journey For Next Week

Bro. Jerry Lee
Is Evangelist,
Owens Chapel

West Fork Baptist
To Have Homecoming

Dr. H. Franklin Paschall,
pator of the First Baptist
Church in Nashville, will be the
guest evangelist for the Hazel
Baptist Church Revival, to be
held June 25-30.
Dr. Paschall is a former
pastor of the Hazel Church, and
was born in Hazel, the son of
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Paschall.
Revival services will be held
at 10:30 a.m. and 8:00 p.m.
daily, Monday morning through
Saturday night. The nursery
will be open.
Paschall is married to the
former Olga Bailey, also from
Hazel. The Paschall's have two
children, Palma Lynn and
Sandra Kay.
Pashcall graduated from
Puryear High School, Union
University, Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, and
holds an honorary degree from
Union.
He has served as part-time
pastor at the Locust Grove,
North Fork, Oak Grove and
Maplewood Churches, and has
served as pastor of the Hazel
Baptist, Bowling Green First
Baptist, and Nashville First
Baptist Churches.

Household Shower
To Be Held Monday

Coldwater Church
Planning Revival

Fair weather, Saturday
through Monday, with warm
days and mild nights. Highs
low 80s Saturday and mid 80s
Sunday and Monday. Lows mid
50s Saturday, rising to low 60s
Monday morning.

Revival services will be held
at the Coldwater Baptist Church
June 24-30 with Bro. Charles
Denkin as the guest evangelist.
Pastor Charles Cloyd invited
everyone to hear the evangelist.
Services will be at 7.30 nightly.

CAMP DAVID, Md. ( ap ) — rnent between their two counPresident Nixon and Soviet tries "on scientific and technileader Leonid I. Brezhnev will cal cooperation in the peaceful
sign today an "agreement on uses of atomic energy."
The announcement came as
priciples" regarding limitation
on nuclear offensive weapons, Nixon and Brezhnev prepared
White House spokesman Ronald for their fourth day of direct
talks.
L Ziegler said.
They were to get together at
The agreement, to be signed
In midafternoon in the White 11 a.m. after meeting first priHouse East Room in Washing- vately with top aides.
ton, will outline basic principles
Nixon and Brezhnev, who
of negotiation for U.S. and So- came to this presidential reviet negotiators at the now-recessed Strategic Arms Limitation Talks—SALT—in Geneva.
Ziegler said Nixon and Brezhnev put the finishing touches on
their agreement late in the evening Wednesday in their summit talks here.
He said the President and the
Two cars received damage as
Communist leader, at the same the result of a traffic accident
time, will sign a second agree- that occurred yesterday afternoon in Murray.
City police were called at 4:38
p.m. to Johnson Arco Service at
the intersection of College
Farm Road and Five Points.
According to the police
Memorial services will be report, a 1970 four door driven
held the Palestine United by Macon Edward Wrye of
Methodist Church on Sunday, Murray was traveling east on
June 24. Paul Boggard will College Farm Road.
deliver the sermon at 11 a.m.
Investigating officers said
and dinner will be served at that the Wrye auto was struck
noon.
when a 1969 two door driven by
Singing will be held in the Lisa Jean Morris of Murray
afternoon and everyone is in- pulled from the front of the
vited to attend.
service station while atPersons interested in the tempting to go west on to
upkeep of the cemetery should College Farm Road and hit the
bring their donation with them Wrye vehicle in the right side.
to the services or mail it to
The Wrye car had damage to
Fuqua Hopkins, Route One, the right side while the Morris
Dexter, Ky.
vehicle had front end damage,
the police report said.

Crash Damges
Two Vehicles

SPACE CENTER, Houston miles "and the time from
(AP) — Skylab's astronauts splash to hatch open on the
quietly and efficiently put their deck was 33 minutes."
"Fantastic," Conrad exspace station in order today as
they prepared to return to claimed. "But we hope to beat
earth Friday at the end of a 41 2 miles."
record 28-day mission.
Scientists eagerly await data
On their last full day in orbit, from the medical, earth reCharles Conrad Jr., Dr. Joseph sources, solar astronomy and
P. Kerwin and Paul J. Weitz other experiments, the most excleaned the house-size labora- tensive ever conducted in
tory, getting it ready for the space.
Skylab 2 crew that is to visit
At 3:45 a.m. EDT Friday. the
the station for 56 days starting astronauts will detach the
July 77.
Apollo from one end of the 118At their request, the astro- foot-long lab. After making a
nauts were up an hour early to- fly-around photographic inday, at 2 a.m. EDT, to com- spection of the station, they'll
Bro. Jerry Lee
plete the two-day deactivation
(See Skylab, Page 161
of the lab. Included was transfer of film, tapes and other experiment equipment into the
Apollo ferry ship.
By 6 a.m., before most Americans were up, they were eating
lunch and were ahead of schedWest Fork Baptist Church in
ule.
Later, the capsule commu- the Stella Community 6 miles
Bro. Jerry Lee will be the nicator was greeted with a west of Murray, will hold its
guest evangelist at a Revival cheer when he told the crew annual homecoming Sunday
Meeting, to be held June 25-30 the carrier Ticonderoga had June 24th.
at the Owens Chapel Baptist practiced an Apollo recovery
Rev. Heywood Roberts,
Church.
operation with a simulated church pastor will deliver the
Prayer service will be held at landing at a distance of 41
2 morning message and dinner on
/
7:30 p.m. each night, with
the ground erW be served during
preaching service at eight p.m.
the noon hour.
Bro. Lee is the pastor of the
The afternoon program will
Shady Grove Baptist Church in
begin at 1:30 and will be
Tennessee. Everyone is cordevoted to singing. Featured
dially invited, according to
group will be the Don Herdley
A hopsehold shower for Mr. Singers of Mayfield.
pastor Lonnie Knight, The
Owens Chapel church is located and Mrs. LaFron Cummer,
Rev. Roberts said h. exon Highway 783, five miles whose house was destroyed by pected a large crowd ar.): exfire recently, will be held June tended a cordial invitat ,•ri to
north of Kyle Field.
25 at the home of Mr. and Mrs. all.
Hayden Morris, Route Six.

Partly cloudy, slightly cooler
and leas humid today through
Friday. Highs today in the low
80s. Lows tonight in the low
60s. High on Friday in the upper 70s to low 8(ls.

Nixon, Brezhnev To Sign Pact
Limiting Offensive Weaponry

Mrs. Cummer wears a size 12
dress and a size 7m shoes.
2 shirt
/
Cummer wears a size 141
and 29-30 slacks. Persons
wishing to donate, but unable to
attend, may leave their gifts at
the home of Mr and Mrs
Homer Crass, Kirksey, or with
Haden Morris at Stokes Tractor
and Implement.

Car Wash To Be Held
By M.Y.F. Saturday
The Brooks Chapel M Y.F.
will hold a car wash Saturday
from nine a.m, to four pm at
the J & S Wishy Washy.
The cost is $2.00 for the Inside
and outside cleaning

Dr. H. Franklin Paschall

Palestine To Hold
Memorial on Sunday

treat 75 miles northwest of
Washington Tuesday night,
spent most of Wednesday afternoon and evening talking about
international issues and the
stalled efforts to achieve permanent limitations on their
countries massive nuclear arsenals.
As they began Wednesday's
session, Brezhnev told newsmen that his talks with Nixon
"without question," would produce "good results."
The • agreement giving instructions to the Geneva SALT
negotiators is not a treaty, but
is considered essential to get
the stalled arms limitations
talks moving again.
It could rival in importance
the pair of pacts reached last
spring in Moscow when Nixon
and Brezhnev held their first
summit. Those accords placed
permanent limits on nuclear
defensive systems and a five(See Nixon, Page 11)

Student Loan
Allocation Given
To Murray State
Congressman Frank A.
Stubblefield has announced that
approval of a $2$1,724 grant to
Murray State University for
operation of the National Direct
Student Loan program under
Title IV, Part E, Higher
Education Act of 1965.
The alloaction is for an
estimated 648 student awards,
Stubblefield said.

Miss Carraway
Named Precinct
Representative
Appointment of the youngest
Precinct
Democratic
representative in Calloway
County has been announced by
Mrs. Mary Jane Littleton,
Chairwoman of the Calloway
County Democratic Committee.
The appointee, Miss Terese J.
Carraway, is 18 years old and a
sophomore at Murray State
University, where she is
elementary
in
majoring
education. Miss Carraway will
fill the position in Precinct 2, in
Murray vacated by the
resignation of Stephen Moody
who recently moved from the
area.
is
appointment
"This
evidence of the Democratic
Party's deep interest, in getting
even more young voters involved in political affairs,"
Mrs. Littleton said.
Miss Carraway who lives at
313 South 8th Street, Murray,
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
P.W. Carraway, lists her
favorite hobbies as tennis,
bowling, swimming, and
The other two Democratic
representatives in Precinct 2,
are Mrs. C.C. Lowry, and
Myron Mike Bradley.
Yancy Watkins, who is an
assistant professor in the
Special
of
Department
Education at Murray State
University, has been appointed
precinct representative from
Precinct 6 to replace John
Adams, who resigned.

„
te"A'
,
Bill Strong

Bob Williams

Series Planned At Local Church
This Saturday night, June 23,
at 7:30 p.m., the opening
meeting of a special series
entitled "Reach Out For Life"
will begin at the Seventh-day
Adventist Church, 15th and
Sycamore Street, here in
Murray.
Bob Williams, anesthetist at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is teaming up with Bill
Strong, pastor of the church, to
present a series dealing not only
with the spiritual side of life, but
also with the physical. Each
night of the two-week series,
present
will
Williams
Illustrated lectures on healthful
living.
Special features of the series
Include "Mission Spotlight," a
nightly audio-visual color
presentation of mission work
around the globe. There will be
children's services in con-

nection with the adult program,
with special Bible and craft
classes for those age 5-12. The
series, which will be every night
start
through July 8, will
promptly at 7:30 p.m. and close •
promptly at 8:30 p.m.
The members of the Murray
Adventist church extend a
personal invitation to the public
to attend this special series.
Topics to be discussed during
the first week are: June 23,
"Reach out for Life”; June 24,
"Only Two Ways,"; June 25, "Is
Jesus for Real"; June 26,
"Christ Solves the Re-entry
Problem"; June 27, "Fantastic Future for the Tripped,
Trapped and Troubled"; June
28, "Discovered- A 6,000 yearold Remedy for Tension"; June
Z. "Christianity's Great HangUp!"; June 30, "A Weekend
with a Weak Ending."
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Major Advance
Intensified research on drugs
and drug abuse is paying off,
as is shown by a recent discovery which marks a major advance toward understanding
and treating narcotic addiction.
This came when two Johns
Hopkins University scientists in
Baltimore recently announced
that they had identified specific
sites in the brain where heroin
and other opiates are believed
to attach themselves in order
to produce exhilarating effects
on the body.
The research pharmacologists, whose work is supported
by HEW's National Institute of
Mental Health of the Health
Services and Mental Health
Administrrtion, reported their
work in tie scientific journal,
Science, Cl riser this year.
In additi in to providing the
first direc vidence of the sites
in the brain where narcotics act
to produce a "high" and other
effects, the investigations appear
to have important practical applications for immediate use.
Using a new, simple test-tube
technique they devised, the scientists now can easily determine the relative potencies of
various opiates and other drugs.
This will permit rapid screening of large numbers of new
and potentially non-addicting

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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Our Kind Of Litter
How about that fellow at a marina down in Florida
who plunked down S46,400 in cash for three speedboats, climbed in one of them and sped off tossing a
couple of dozen $100 bills in the water?
Wonder if he knows about all the fine boats and
marinas we have up here on Lake Lanier. If he'd like
to strew some $100 greenbacks. or even some $1
bills, along our waters. we'd use our influence with
the Corps of Engineers to grant him immunity
from prosecution under the anti-litter laws.—
Gainesville (Ga. Times.

Ten Years Ago Today
LIDOS&•TIRES I'LL*

Deaths reported are W.F. (Floyd) McCage, age
73, who died today, and Prince Hughes, age 85, who
died yesterday.
Gerald Paschall was presented the "Mr. Woodman" award of the Hazel Woodmen of the World
Camp at the family night supper.
The Murray Civitan Club installed their new officers at the meeting last night. They are Hoyt
Roberts. Hardiman Nix, R.C. Petty, Stanley Henry,

Removal Of
Toll Rates To
RV's Is Urged

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS

Ceetlity News Service

pain killing drugs, as well as
possible "narcotic antagonists,"
compounds for the prevention
and treatment of addiction but
which do not leave the harmful effects of the opiates.
"These findings in laboratory
work will help speed progress
on many fronts toward better
understanding and clinical treatment of addiction," said Dr.
William E. Burnley, Jr., Director of the Division of Narcotic
Addiction and Drug Abuse at
NIMH.
The Division has also funded
seven drug research centers, in
addition to one at Hopkins, to
broaden knowledge of the basic
biochemical processes in addiction and drug abuse through
cross-fertilization with clinical
studies—and thus speed the application of new insights to the
prevention and treatment of
drug problems.
HARMLESS HELPERS
There are more than 700,000
microwave oven units in use
without a single reported case
of harm to humans, according
to the Association of Home
Appliance Manufacturers.

•
•

and Elmer Sholar.
Installed as new officers of the Murray Business
and Professional Women's Club were Mrs. C.D.
Vinson, Jr., Mrs. Jessie Shoemaker, Miss Shirley
Garland. Miss Vivian Hale, and Mrs. Odelle Vance.

Education Development Center Aids
Students In Parental Responsibilities

NEWLYWED GAME
State troopers stopped a
honeymoon couple recently in
Charleston, W.Va.,"To check
out a sign some joker had
stuck in the back of their car
saying, "I have been kidnaped."

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— A tourism promotion group
in Western Kentucky has urged
removal of commercial toll
rates for recreational vehicles
on the state's toll roads.
Kentucky Western Waterlands, Inc., added its support to
recent proposals for ending the
same rate for the two types of
vehicles.
Hank Lindsey, executive director of Kentucky Western
Waterlands, said organizations
involved in the tourism industry "realize the importance
of the toll road system in Kentucky and its influence on our
The proposals for differential
rates has been set forth
recently by camping groups
who charge that applying the
same toll rate to both commercial and recreational vehicles works a hardship on
campers and curbs tourism.
A check of area toll road fees
showed an automobile with a
single axle recreational vehicle,
such as a camper, would pay 65
cents on the Pennyrile Parkway, including 40 cents for the
car and 25 cents for the trailer.
At Princeton, Western Kentucky Parkway officials said
the fee for a car is 20 cents
plus 15 cents extra per axle. At
the Wingo Plaza on the Jackson
Purchase Parkway, the toll
runs 40 cents per car and 25

cents extra per axle.
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20 Years Ago Today

000114 NOW

By ANN BLACKMAN
Associated Press Writer
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. ( AP
— Parents, if you ever have
that nagging feeling your kids
don't appreciate you, take
heart. There's help in sight.
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Vicki Ann Murchison and Tommy Jones
Say Vows At Fulton Methodist Church
traditional Bridal March by bridesmaid.
Wagner and the Recessional by
They wore floor length dotted
Medelssohn were used. Mrs. swiss Juliet styled gowns
Nelson Tripp sang two solos, featuring floral flocked skirts
preceding the ceremony, the and white bodices with short
Hand, One Heart" by Berstein puffed sleeves. The matron of
junior
the
and "Entreat Me Not to Leave honor
and
Thee" (Song of Ruth) by bridesmaids dresses were lined
Gounod. She also sang 'The with blue and the other
Lord's Prayer" by Malotte bridesmaids dresses were lined
during the ceremony.
with yellow, green and pink.
Given in marriage by her They wore matching velvet hair
father, the bride wore a Maurer bows with streamers in the back
orginal gown of delustered and carried bouquets of tinted
white satin with silk organza blue, pink and yellow daisies to
yoke and long sleeves, which compliment each dress.
ended in points at the wrist The
Eddie Jones of Murray atbodice which had a high tended his brother as best man,
neckline was fashioned in the and groomsmen were Glen
modified empire style. It was Daivid Edwards of Kirksey,
appliqued with Alencon lace, Ky., Billy Wilson of Murray,
which was encrusted with seed Steve Brooks of Murray and
pearls and crystal beads. The David Rill of Murray.
sleeves were also appliqued the
Jesse Jones of Nashville,
same as the bodice. The attched brother-in-law of the bride and
chapel length train had scat- Larry Bell of Murray, brothertered Alencon lace motifs and in-law of the groom, served as
was borderd with lace. Her acolytes and ushers.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Barry T. Adams, figer-tip length veil was atMrs. Murchison chose a floor
organist, presented a program tached to a Juliet high toque
of nuptial music preceding the covered with delustered satin, length, pink eyelet-embroidered
organza, which was fashioned
ceremony. Numbers played alencon lace and pearls.
She carried a bouquet of pink of the Victorian period. Her
were "Theme from Love
Story." Zanelli; ''More," Cane; roses centered with a large accessories were white and she
"Theme from Romeo and white orchid. She wore a dainty wore a cymbidium orchid
.Juliet,' Tschaikowksy; "Clau- silver double heart necklace, corsage.
Mrs. Jones, mother of the
DeBussy; gift from the groom.
Lune,"
de
Attendants
groom. wore a floor length blue
"I.iebestraum," Liszt; "Aria in
Mrs. Jesse Jones, sister of the crepe, featuring a jewel neckA," Bach; "Somewhere,"
Berstein: "Jesu, Joy of Man's bride, was matron of honor and line and long sheer sleeves. Her
Desiring," Bach; "Air," Bach: the bridesmaids were: Miss costume was complimented
"0 Perfect Love," Ava"Ave Patricia Elliott, Fulton, cousin with along pearl necklace. She
Maria," Schubert; "A Time for of the bride, Mrs. Larry Lovett wore white accessories and a
of' Benton, Miss Deborah chymbidiurn orchid corsage.
Us." James.
For the processional the Stephens, Wingo, Route 1, Miss
The bride's maternal grandLeann Murchison, Fulton,
Mrs. Bryan Kearby,
mother,
cousin of the bride was junior
wore a long-sleeved pink silk
dress with white accessories
and a white carnation corsage.
Her paternal grandmother,
Mrs. J. T. Murchison, wore a
pink and white Jacquard knit
The Holiday Inn was the
dress. She wore white acscene of the meeting of the
cessories and a white carnation
Pottertown Homemakers Club
corsage.
was
home
at
11,
Mrs. Roger Fain's
held on Wednesday, June
Miss Lisa Jones, sister of the
ten o'clock in the morning with the scene of a Coke party held in
presided at the guest
groom,
Kay
Deborah
Ruth
Miss
Mrs.
of
honor
president,
the
in the vestibule of the
register
L.
Gail
of
Rogers, bride-elect
Weston, presiding.
Mrs. Clifton Roberts and Mrs. Doron, on Tuesday, May 29, at church.
Reception
Lucy Alderdice presented the seven-thirty o'clock in the
the ceremony, a
Following
Repairs."
evening.
main lesson "Small
in
held
was
reception
The hostesses for the special
Landscape notes were given
Hall of the church.
by Mrs. Louise Short, and the occasion were Mrs. Fain, Mrs. Fellowship
The bride's table was overlaid
recreational petted -*Its • con- Johnny Stockdale, Miss Becky
a white lace cloth and
with
Kelso.
ducted by Mrs._ Patye Overcast Chaney, and Miss Jamey
Games were played directed centered with an arrangement
with Mrs.Iva Alford winning the
daisies and pompons
door prize. Sunshine friends by Miss Chaney with the of tinted
being
prizes
recipients of the
were revealed.
Mrs. Bessie Colson read the Miss Susie lines and Miss Time James Blakely Honored
scripture from Proverbs 2918, Thompson who presented them
and the special thought, to the honoree.
With Birthday Party
For the prenuptial event the
-Happiness is not a station at
James Blakely celebrated his
which you arrive but a way of honoree chose to wear a light
traveling." She closed with a blue pant suit with a hostesses' birthday on Saturday, June 9,
Mrs. gift corsage of daisies in various and was honored with a surprise
special memorial to
party at his home.
Gussie Geurin, long time colors.
A beautiful decorated cake
The hostesses presented Miss
member of the Pottertown Club
Fain with a clothes basket filled was served along with Cokes
who succumbed recently.
Lunch was served in the with various limns for the and coffee to the twenty-five
persons present including his
kitchen.
dining room.
family, brothers, sisters,
faced
open
of
s
not
Refreshment
Other members present,
nieces, and nephews.
previously mentioned, were sandwiches, cookies, cake
Each one presented Mr.
Mrs. Olive Steele, Mrs. Gussie squares,and Cokes were served
with a gift.
Blakely
an
with
centered
table
the
from
Wutzke,
Adams, Mrs. Klara
Mrs. Bobbie Cook, Mrs, Katie arrangement of spring flowers.
Fourteen persons were
Overcast, and Mrs. Mary
present for the party.
Elizabeth Gertzen.

Deoit AMT

The First United Methodist
(-lurch of Fulton was the setting May 26, 1973 at 3:30 p.m. for
the marriage of Miss Vicki
Murchison and Tommy Jones.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. D.J. Murchison,
Fulton, Route 1, and the
bridegroom's parents are Mr.
and Mrs. Alvis Edward Jones
of Murray.
The sanctuary was lighted by
white tapers. Centering the
choir rail was an arrangement
of jade outlined with tall white
tapers. Holly arrangements
holding tapers were placed at
intervals on the choir and altar
nails. Two spiral candelabra
entwined with greenery and two
arrangements of multi-colored
flowers were on either side of
the altar.
The Reverend William G.
Adams, minister of the church,
officiated, using the double ring
ceremony.

Homemakers Of
Pottertown Club
Meet at Holiday Inn

YOUR CHOICE:

97
GALLON

HOUSE PAINT
41.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I are installing a swimming
pool, and already everyone we know is asking if they can
come over and use it when it's finished. We are not
rich_ We both work and are paying for this pool with our
hard-earned money
If we wanted to swim with a bunch of people, we'd go
to a public pool. We are putting in our own because we
want our privacy.
How do we tell these people that we aren't looking for
company after our pool is completed? Or worse yet, what
do we say to the neighbors when they come knocking at our
HIS AND HERS
door in their swimsuits?
DEAR H AND H: People with pools must have rules,
but there's no point in alienating everyone before your
pool is finished. Wait until it's ready for use, and alienate
them one by one.
DEAR ABBY Women are getting so nervy now with
the Women's Lib thing, they are asking men to dance.
I had a harrowing experience the other night when my
wife and I were at a public dance hall. She left me to go to
the powder room, and you wouldn't believe the number of
klutzes who moved in on me, asking me to dance with
them I am 68, bald and no bargain, but that didn't seem to
make any difference.
Next time I'll go to the powder room with my wife
BALDY
Phocey on equal rights!
DEAR BALDY: Don't "phooey" so fast. Why shouldn't
women be able to ask men to dance? Some men would be
delighted. And those who aren't can always say no.

Coke Party Is Held
For Bride-Elect At
Mrs. Fain's Home

LATEX FLAT WALL FINISH
OR
LATEX HOUSE PAINT

LATE.%

New pool owners
are flooded. with friend&

lam MsIWO

CUSTOM MIXED
COLORS HIGHER

*:s€
MURRAY HOME &
Chestnut Street AUTO 753-2571

Plans Completed By
Deborah Kay Rogers
For Friday Wedding

Plans have been completed
by Miss Deborah Kay Rogers,
daughter of Mr.and Mrs. Carrol
M. Rogers, for her marriage to
Gail L. Doron, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Doron.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Rogers and Mr. and Mrs. Elmo
Fain, all of Murray Route One
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Doron of
Murray Route One, Mrs. Beadle
Harris and the late Ezra Harris
of Galatia, Ill.
The vows will be read on
Friday, June 72, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the eveining at the
Lynn Grove United Methodist
Church with Rev. Dossie
Wheatley of Mayfield officiating. Music will be by Mrs.
Mary Janice Cooper, pianist.
Mrs. Johnny Stockdale will be
the only attendant for the brideelect. Miss Shannon Fain,
Palatka, Fla., cousin of the
bride-elect, will be the flower
girl.
Dwain Rogers will serve as
best man for Mr. Doron.
David Rogers, brother of the
bride-elect, will be the
ringbearer. Steve and Terry
Rogers, brother of the brideelect, and Carl Doron, brother
of the groom-elect, will be the
ushers.
Following the ceremony a
reception will be held at the
church.
All friends and realtives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the recepiton.

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are legally separated,
and I am expecting next month The doctor says it will be
twins. II already have one child.1
I want to send out birth announcements. Is this proper
under the circumstances? If it is, shoukl I write in my
name only where it says, "Parents" on the announcement?
Or should I include his too?
I hadn't even thought it might not be proper until my
family' raised the question They all have different opinions.
EXPECTING TWINS

Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Jones
with silver candelabra on either
side. A three tiered wedding
cake and punch were* served.
Serving were Miss Deborah
Dunn, Benton, Ky., Mrs. Jimmy
Varble, Paducah, Miss Mary
Elizabeth Roberts, Owensboro,
and Mrs. Larry Bell, Murrst,
sister of the groom. All wore
floor length dresses and white
carantion corsages.
After a wedding trip to
Gatlinburg and Chattanooga,
Tenn., the couple is residing in
Murray.
Among the out-of-town guests
were Jennings Kearby, Jeffersontown, Ky., Mr. and Mrs.
W.H. Moore, Boca Raton,
Florida, Mr. and Mrs Lee
Grand Tate, Midway, Ky., Mr.
and Mrs. James Rogers, Miss
Marty Dulak, Marty Watson,
Mr. and Mrs. Codie Caldwell,
Mrs. and Mrs. Homer Miller,
Mr and Mrs. Carlos Jones,
Miss Poppy Ross, Miss Robby
Evans, Miss Rogenna Has, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Ray, and Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Lowe, all of
Murray.

Alvis Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Bell, Miss Lisa Jones, Eddie
Jones, Miss Deborah Stephens,
Miss Patricia Elliott, Miss
Leann Murchsion, Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Lovett, Glen David
Edwards, Billy Wilson, Steve
Brooks, ME and Mrs. David
Hill, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Tripp,
Mr. and Mrs. Barry T. Adams
and Rev. and Mrs. William G.
Adams.

The honoree was presented a
lovely corsage of tinted daisies
to compliment her printed voile
dress.
Mrs. Larry Bell conducted
two games preceding the
opening of gifts:
Refreshements of cake and
punch were served from an
attractive dining table overlaid
with a lace cloth and centered
with an arrangement of varicolored daisies.

Miscellaneous Shower
Mrs. Tommy Jones, nee Vicki
Murchison, was honored with a
miscellaneous shower at the
home of Mrs. James Rogers of
Murray on May 8 at 7 1 30 p.m.

Hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. James Rogers, Mrs.
Larry Bell, Mrs. Art Lee, Mrs.
Homer Miller, Mrs. Codie
Caldwell, Mrs. Ralph Ray and
Mrs. Marvin Harris.

THE CHRISTIAN BOOK CENTER

4a:

808 Chestnut Street

Owners: Wayne & Cathy Perrin
Store Hours: 8-6 Mon..Thurs. 8-9 Fri. 9-5 Sat.

"Study to show thyself approved."

Register for . . .

Phone 753-0425

2 Tim. 2:15

* Leather Living Bible
To Be Given
Away
* Childrens Living Bible

• BIBLES - All Styles and Colors • BOOKS - Hardback and Paper
• "CHRISTIAN FAITH" GREETING CARDS
• CHILDRENS BOOKS & SUPPLIES
• POSTERS & BUTTONS, BUMPER STICKERS • GIFTS • COMMENTARIES
• MUSIC - Largest supply of sheet music, books, records and tapes in this area.
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The Baptist women of the
Elm Grove Church met
Thursday afternoon at the
church.
The theme of the meeting ;Aas
"relying on the Holy Spirit
Mrs. Elects Fullterson was in
charge of the program and gave
the call to prayer and the
scripture reading.
Others present at the
program were Letha Causey,
Tennessee
June
Crider,
Outland, Juanita Lee, Bessie
Colson, Eunice Shekell. Ruth
Weston, Stella Futrell and
Bobbie Burkeen.
Plans were made for the
cottage prayer meeting which
will be held the last week in
June.
The meeting ended with
prayer
- .

Problems? You'll feel better if you get It off year chest.
For a personal reply, write to ABBY: Box Nip. 119101. L. A.,
Calif. Me. Enclose stamped. self-addressed envelope.
please.

9PENING,

4st

We Imprint —
Bibles, Cards, etc.

—We Give—
Gospel Piano & Voice Lessons

* COME IN AND HAVE SOME COFFEE AND COOKIES *
* AND BR9WSE *

Womesi Of Elm Grove
Church Meet Recently

DEAR ABBY: I am still chafing over the doctor who
wrote that he resents his parents for allowing him to be
circumcised as an infant.
Point one: What mature person would harbor such
resentment for a temporary discomfort that he can't even
remember? And point two: If he knew his business, Ivo
would know that cervical cancer among women whose husbands are circumcised is far less frequent than among the
SIGN ME GLAD
others
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Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Alvis Edward
Jones of Murray were hosts to
the rehearsal dinner for the
Murchison-Jones wedding party
Friday evening, May 25 at the
Holiday Inn in Fulton
Guests were seated at the Ushaped tables, decorated with
arrangements of tinted daisies,
pompons and baby's breath.
Crystal candle holders flanked
one large bouquet.
Gifts were presented to the
members of the wedding party
by the bride and groom
Miss Murchison was attraqtive in a pink crepe dress.
A buffett dinner was served to
the following: Miss Mw-chison,
Tommy Jones, Mr. and Mrs. D.
.1. Murchison, Mr. and Mrs.

DEAR EXPECTING: Under the circumstances, forego
the printed announcements. Write a personal note to your
close friends to inform them of the double-beader.
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CHRISTIAN BOOK CENTER
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Only Store of Its Kind In Murray and Calloway -County
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Wottle Burns Track
With 3:53.3 Mile
EUGENE, Ore. ( AP ) — "I
knew I had him after three
laps," exulted Dave Wottle, victor over Steve Prefontaine
Wednesday night in a sizzling
mile clocked at 3:53.3.
Another Olympic gold medal
winner, Rod Milburn, equaled
his own world record in the 120yard high hurdles at 13.0 seconds. No one was within 10
yards at the finish.
How fast could he have gone?
"I know it would have been under 13.0," said Milburn, the
NCAA champion from Southern
University.
The performances of Wottle
and Milburn were the highlights in a nearly impromptu
track and field meet attended
by 12,000 delighted fans. The
meet was pulled together during the past three weeks to
raise funds to restore the west
grandstands at Hayward Field,
where the University of Oregon
has developed so many distance runners.
Wottle and Prefontaine leave
for Europe this month for a
summer's campaign against
Europe's best.
Skip Kent of Wisconsin, who
,,iate title in
won the 880
.aetime best of
1:47.2, ran
1:56.4 in winning that event.
Randy Williams, Olympic
gold medalist from Southern
California, lost to UCLA's
James McAlister in the long
jump. McAlister leaped 26 feet
2 inches. Williams was sec/
71
ond at 26-1N.
Oregon's Mac Wilkins never
got a chance to go after Randy
Matson's collegiate record in
the discus. Wilkins, who won
the AAL' title Saturday with a
throw of 211-11, pulled a groin
muscle while hurdling in practice Tuesday.
World record holder Jay Silvester won the discus with a
throw of 202-9. Olympian Tim
Vollmer, formerly of Oregon
State, took second at 202-3.
Jon Anderson of the Oregon
Track Club and Mike Keogh of
Manhattan were dead even
with 300 yards to go in the
three-mile. Then Keogh spurted
away and won in 13:27.6, vrith

Pitcher 'Tries To Hit' In
AL for First Time This Year

Rick Riley pouring it on down
the stretch to take second. Riley, formerly of Washington
State, was clocked in 13:29.6.
Anderson, the Boston Marathon
winner, was third in 13:32.
Benny Brown of UCLA came
prepared for another shot at
Arizona State's Maurice Peoples in the 440. But Peoples, the
NCAA and AAU champion,
didn't arrive. Brown won the
three-man event in 45.7.

Major League
Leaders
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
bats) -at
BATTING (125
Blomberg NY. 402, W Horton
Del 370
47
RUNS Mayberry. KC
R Jackson, Oak, 45
May
IN
BATTED
RUNS
berry. KC.. 64. R Jackson, Oak
56
HITS—Carew, Min, 77, Otis
KC, 76
DOUBLES--D Allen, Chi, 18
Scott. Mil, 14, Melton, Chi, 14.
TRIPLES -Carew, Min, 7
Coggins, Bal, 6.
RUNS—Mayberry.
HOME
KC, 18, Fisk, Bsn, 15, D.Allen,
Chi, 15
BASES—North,
STOLEN
Alomar, Cal, 15,
Oak, 20.
D Nelson, Tex. 15
PITCHING (6 Decisions)—
Colborn, Mil. 9 2, 818, 201
Lee, Bsn, 82, 800, 201
Cal
STRIKEOUTS—N Ryan,
155, Singer, Cal, 114
LEAGUE
NATIONAL
bats)—
at
BATTING (125
Mote, LA, 343, Torre. StL,
66,
SF.
RUNS—Bonds,
339
W Davis, LA, 48
RUNS BATTED IN—Bench,
Cin, 52. Ferguson, LA, 49
92.
SF,
HITS—Bonds,
Fuentes, SF, 87
Chi,
DOUBLES—Cardenal,
17; Staub, NY, 15. Simmons,
StL 15, Bonds. SF. 15
TRIPLES—Metzger, Htn, 9;
Sanguillen, Pgh, 7
HOME RUNS—Stargell, Pgh
21. H Aaron, All, 18, Bonds
SF, 18.
BASES—Morgan,
STOLEN
Cm, 30, Bonds, SF, 22
PITCHING (6 Decisions)—
McAnally, Men, 5-1, 833, 2.86.
Parker, NY, 51, .833, 3 42
NY.
STRIKEOUTS—Seaver,
99; Carlton, Phi, 99

LONDON ( AP) — Vateran
Charlie Polite of Holyoke,
Mass., is helping former heavyweight boxing champion Joe
Frazier prepare for a July 2
meeting with European titlist
Joe Bugner.

By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
Who was that designated hitter? That was no designated
hitter—THAT was Cy Acosta.
The Chicago White Sox player Wednesday became the first
pitcher to hit for himself in the
American League's Year of the
Designated Hitter.
didn't realize he was the
first one when I sent him up,"
said Chicago Manager Chuck
Tanner after the White Sox' 8-3
victory over the California Angels.
Acosta's historic appearance
was hardly worth it -he struck
out.
An inning before Acosta got a
chance to make incidental history, the White Sox had the
game wrapped up. Pat Kelly's
first home run, a three-run
shot, highlighted a six-run seventh foc Chicago.
The inning helped the White
Sox break a five-game losing
streak.
American
In the other
League games, the Cleveland
Indians beat the Detroit Tigers
7-6; the New York Yakkees
trimmed the Baltimore Orioles
2-1; the Boston Red Sox turned
back the Milwaukee Brewers 32 and the Texas Rangers
blanked the Minnesota Twins 30.
George Hendrick knocked in
the winning run with a single in
the last of the ninth inning to
power Cleveland over Detroit.
Hendrick won Tuesday night's
game for the Indians in exactly
the same manner.

going until the Orioles mounted
their biggest threat of the night
in the eighth. Lyle came in with
men on second and third and
gave up a run on a ground ball
before nailing down the victory.
It was Lyle's 18th save, 11 of
them in the Yankees' last 11
victories.

Hendrick, who also hit three
home runs Tuesday night, hit
another one for Cleveland
Wednesday. The blast, his 14th
of the season, came in the seventh inning and gave the Indians a 6-2 margin before the
Tigers rallied to tie the game
in the top of the ninth.
Designated hitter Jim Ray
Hart hit a two-run homer and
Sparky Lyle rescued Mel Stottlemyre from an eighth-inning
jam to help New York beat
Baltimore.
Stottlemyre had a one-hitter

Kurt Bevacqua delivered the
winning run with a sacrifice fly
in the 12th inning to give Kansas City its triumph over Oakland. The A's tied the game 4-4
with two runs in the ninth on
an RBI double by Gene Tenace
and a sacrifice fly by Joe Rudi.

By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Golf Writer
AKRON, Ohio ( AP) — Johnny Miller shook his floppy
blond hair and there was a
faraway look in his blue eyes.
"I'm still someplace else,"
the soft-spoken, 28-year-old U.S.
Open Golf champion said before teeing off today in the first
round of the $180,000 American
Golf Classic.
Some promoters figure that—
for the right man—a U.S. Open
victory could be as much as a
million dollars.
And Miller could be that
man.
He is very photogenic, and
comes across as the kid-nextdoor type. He doesn't smoke
and he doesn't drink—not even
coffee.
While the bulk of his money
should come from personal appearances, from increased exhibition fees and a flock of expensive endorsements, he's already nailed down much more
than the $35,000 first prize with
shots at the prizes in several
other tourneys.
Although he's due for a letdown after the excitement of
his Open triumph, he ranks as
one of the prime attractions in

Another load of those beautiful Marlin
Ski Boats We have also been able to obtain another 12-15 Evinrude and Johnson
motors from 45 to 135 H.P. So we still have
the merchanidse and getting them rigged
out for you just as fast as possible. Also
received another shipment of Shoreland'r trailers including a few Bass Boat
trailers. We wholesale and retail If you
want Quality at a reasonable price it will
pay you too, as it has many of your neighbors to buy your Boat, Motor, and Trailer
or luxury Flote-Bote Pontoon from HappyHoliday Travel Inc. Be sure and see the
fabulous Jet Boat with 455 Olds engine and
Berkley Jet—it's fantastic!!

STANDARD FEATURES: Hub caps adjustable bow Stop, Godbersen Lift 5
lug wheels comb footpad tie down anchor 11
4"& /
/
4
3
" Timken bearings Class
A wiring & lighting Tilt tongue adiustable winch stand walkways safety
chains 6'1 geared winch large tapered rollers tie downs long bunks

Popular Brands that we carry:
Glastron, Marlin, Harris Flote Rote Pontoons,
Ski !large, Shore Land're trailers. We use Evinrude, Johnson, and Mercury outboards, OMC
and Mercruiser,stern drives, as well as Berkley Jets with 453 Olds engines.
Grayson McClure d-b-a HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL,INC
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
94 East out of Murray to 280 to 614 to Panorama
See Dane McClure, Jerry Henry, Don or Grayson McClure

Demonstration
Available early evenings & Holidays

By BRUCE LOWITT
Associated Press Sports Writer
"At this time of the year, it
doesn't matter whether we are
In first, last or fifth place,"
Pittsburgh Manager Bill Virdon
was saying. -The only time
that matters is the last day of
the season."
The Bucs, defending champions in the National League

Johnny Miller Like
The Kid Next Door

In this age of automation it is warming to discover
a product which is still built by hand MARLIN
Boats are such a product Many hours of designing. engineering and construction
are necessary to produce
the end result.
-

Kick Miller and Reggie Smith
belted home runs and Bill Lee
scattered nine hits to lead Boston over Milwaukee. It was the
Brewers' third straight loss
after 10 straight triumphs.
Sonny Siebert hurled a sixhitter and Vic Harris tripled in
two runs, pacing Texas over
Minnesota.
In the National League, it
was: Cincinnati 7, San Francisco 5; Philadelphia 4, New
York 3; Chicago 5, Pittsburgh
3; Montreal 4, St. Louis 1;
Houston 6, San Diego 2 and Los
Angeles 6, Atlanta 5 in 11 innings

Pirates Reel Into Last Place
Behind Phils In NI. East Race

this 72-hole race for a $32,000
first prize.
Other leading contenders in
the field of 99 include Jack
Nicklaus, Tom Weiskopf and
Arnold Palmer. Nicklaus is the
only four-time winner this season and leads the money-winners with $190,000. Weiskopf
has won three times, finished
second, then third in his last
five starts. Palmer showed
flashes of old in a strong performance last week.
Also on hand are Australian
Bruce Crampton, defending titleholder Bert Yancey and Masters winner Tommy Aaron.
The final two rounds Saturday and Sunday will be televised nationally by ABC-TV.

BOWLING
STANDINGS
MONDAY NI-GNT LADIES
LEAGUE
TEAMS
Sharp Shooters
Todd's Texaco
Gutters
Pin Busters'
High Team Game Scratch
Gutters-592
High Team Handicap
Gutters-785
High Team Series Scratch
Gutters-1512
High Team Series Handicap
Todd's Texaco-2168
High Game Scratch
Vicki Andrews-180
High Game Handicap
Vicki Andrews-231
High Series Scratch
Vicki Andrews-430
High Series Handicap
Vicki Andrews-583
Individual Averages
1 Brooke Bradford-142
2 Janet Wallace-137
3 Vicki Andrew's-132
4 Pat Evens—I30
5 Terry Carraway-129

The Padres, halting their losing skid at 10 games, got a pair
of runs-batted-in on a single
and a sacrifice fly by Dave

East, took occupancy of the
basement by losing 5-3 Wednesday night to the Chicago Cubs
while the Philadelphia Phillies
were scrambling into fifth
place by edging the New York
Mets 4-3. Tbe Cubs retained
2-game lead over Mon/
their 41
treal's surprising Expos and
2 off the
1
dumped the Pirates 9/
pace and half a game back of
the Phillies. It was Pittsburgh's
14th loss in the last 18 games.
In the National League's other games, Cincinnati downed
San Francisco 7-5, Montreal
whipped St. Louis 5-1, San
Diego turned back Houston 6-2
and Los Angeles beat Atlanta 65 in 11 innings.
The Pinnies bounded into the
heady atmosphere of fifth on
the strength of Wayne Twittheirs four-hitter and run-scoring singles in the fifth inning by
Terry Harmon, Willie Montanez
and Greg Luzinski.
Those hits overcame the
Mets' 3-1 lead, built in the
fourth inning on Felix Millan's
single, John Milner's triple, Ed
Kranep,,ol's sacrifice fly and
Wayne Garrett's homer. Luzinski had doubled for the
Phils' first run in the first inning.
Homers by Tony Perez and

Twilight Golf at the Murray,
Country Club will begin Friday
afternoon at 5:30 p.m. with a
shotgun start at each of the first
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
nine holes of the course.
National League
Play in the tournament difEast
W. L. Pct. G.B. fers this year in that parners
40 28 588 --Chicago
will hit every other ball
31' 28 525 A'
Amntreal
30 33 467 8 following the better drive off the
St Louis
28 32 467 8
New York
tee in a two ball foursome.
29 35 453 9
Philadelphia
There will be an entry fee ot
2
9,
443
34
27
Pttsburgh
West
two dollars per person which
42 25 627
Ws Angeles
will cover all four Friday
Francisco 40 29 580 3
San
evenings of the torunament.
36 29 554 5
Cincinnati
544 51 7
37 31
Houston
Co-chairmen Richard Knight
Atlanta
28 39 .418 14
and Jack Shell request that all
21 46 313 21
San D,e90
players be on time and enWednesday's Games
Cinc nnati 7, San Francisco
any member of the club
courage
Philadelphia 4, New York 3
who neglected to sign up to
Chicago 5, Pittsburgh 3
Montreai 5, St Louis 1
come on out to be paired at the
San Diego 6, Houston 2
tee.
Los Angeles 6, Atlanta 5.
Parings for this Friday
innings
Thursday's Games
evening's play as follows:
Montreal (Stoneman 1 3) at
Number one tee—Jiggs
St Louis (Gibson 661
Cincinnati (Billingham 9-3 or
Lassiter, Don Robinson, Ann
Grimsley 6-5) at San Francisco
Stallions and Sue McCoart.
(Bradley 5-51
Number two tee—Vernon
Houston (Wilson 5-6) at San
Diego (Arlin 2 4)
Royal Kain, Nancy
Cohoon,
New York (Koosman 64)
Haverstock and Cathryn
Pittsburgh (Walker 2 5), N
Atlanta (Morton 6-5) at
Garrott.
Angeles (Osteen 8 3), N
Number three tee—E. J.
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Haverstock, Phyllis Kain, Bill
Philadelphia at Montreal,
Emener and Marilyn Paulk.
New York at Pittsburgh,
Number four tee—M. C.
chirotoo at St Louis, N
Atlanta at San Diego, N
Garrott, Mary Watson, Darold
Cincinnati at Los Angeors,
Keller and Billie Cohoon.
Houston at San Francisco, N
Number five tee-.—John
American League
McCage, Euldene Robinson,
East
W. L. Pct, G.B. John Paulk and Beverly Spann.
35 30 .538 —
New York
tee—Bob
six
Number
3.4 30 531 /
2
1
Milwaukee
2 Billington, Rae Emener, Buddy
/
Baltimore
30 28 517 11
Detroit
32 31
506 2
Spann and Marilyn Adkins.
Boston
31 31 50,-,?
Number seven tee—Jim
24 41
Cleveland
369 TT
Payne, Elizabeth Sluarneyer,
West
33 27 550-Chicago
Jack Belste and Nell Roach.
Minnesota
33 28 541
Number eight tee—Jack
37 32 .536
Kansas City
Oakland
15 31 .530 1
Roach, Frances Miller, Joe
California
33 30 .524 It7 McCoart and Betty Hinton.
21 39 .350 12
Texas
Number nine tee—Ed WatWednesdayl Games
Cleveland 7, Detroit-son, Peggy Billington, L. D.
Chicago 8. California 3
Miller and Marie Lassiter.
New York 2, Baltimore 1
Kansas City 5. Oakland 4, 12
Number one tee—Clyde
innings
Adkins, Sue Brown, Mike
Boston 3, Milwaukee 2
Holton and Agnes Payne.
Texas 3, Minnesota 0

Winfield, the left fielder selected earlier this month in
baseball's free-agent draft.
Steve Arlin scattered nine
Houston hits, one of them Doug
Rader's eighth homer.
Dave Lopes walked, Bill
Buckner singled, then Atlanta
third baseman Darrell Evans
booted Steve Yeager's two-out
grounder, giving the Dodgers
their victory, which widened
their West Division lead over
the Giants to three games.
In the American League,
Cleveland clipped Detroit 7-6,
the Chicago White Sox whipped
California 8-3, the New York
Yankees nipped Baltimore 2-1,
Boston tripped Milwaukee 3-2,
Texas zipped Minnesota 3-0
and, in a 12-inning game, Kansas City defeated Oakland 5-4.

Hal King highlighted the Reds'
The Wranglers Riding Club
six-run outburst that sent the
Giants down to their ninth loss will ride Friday night at 7 p.m.
Two special events will be
in the last 11 games. The
homers countered clouts by held with prizes to be awarded.
An egg and spoon race will be
Bobby Bonds and Tito Fuentes.
The Expos reeled off their held and a fun costume event
ninth victory in the last 12 will highlight the evening.
Buckles will be awarded to
games on the strength of John
Boccabella's three-run homer the winner of the two events.
The buckles will be donated
in a four-run third-inning that
Boot, Shoe &
keyed a 13-hit assault against by Vernon's
Western Store and Shoe Repair.
the Cardinals.

Standings

Thursday's Games
Cleveland (Perry 691 at Mil
waukee (Bell 76)
Detroit (Lolich 7 6) at New
York (Dobson 1 11, N
7 A) at
Baltimore (Palmer
Boston (Tient 86), N
5 8) at
California (Wright
Minnesota (Blyleven 8 7), N
Oakland (Holtzman 11 5) at
Chicago (Bahnsen 76), N
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Detroit at New York, N
Baltimore at Boston, T
Texas at Kansas City, N
Cleveland at Milwaukee. N
California at Minnesota. N
Oakland at Chicago. 1.4

Heavy-Duty
Shock Absorber

If Heavy-1)01.y Shock
Absorber fad* due to
faulty materials and
workmanship or wears
out while original purchaser Ow1211 the car, it
will be replaced upon
return free of charge.
or the purchase prior
arill be refunded. If the
defective .hock •b•
sorber wan instalkid by
Sears. we wdl
new shock absorber
with no ch.-.rge for
labor.

Sears

Joe Ix
Glory

By EARL GE
Associated Press S
NEW YORK I
wasn't unit..35 yea
that Joe 1,f,ouis,
Bomber whose dev
lifted him out of
ghetto to the heavy
finally felt like a et
(In that night, t
fans in Yankee Sta
battered former ch
Schmeling into a [4:
dering hulk in only
and four seconds
round.
For Louis, it wa:
for the hairline
Schmeling dealt hi
before when the b
German stunned
world by knockinp
12 rounds. For S
was a rematch svii
had previously de
for the American p
an encounter betwe
lean and a symbo:
supremacy.
"I won't feel Like
until I get that
Louis remarked a
the title by knockir
J. Braddock in eig
America was rec
the Great Depres
and began specs
the buildup of a

Three G,
Played
Men's I

Three games
Wednesday night
Softball League.
The first game 5
County defeating
Cubs by a score a
led Marshall with
while Brown had
the losers. Each te
13 hits but Cellos;
to only four runs
shall County defer
Dexter slid by tie
Stars by a score o
scored early in t.1
held the lead the
Doug Stalls belted
the second innir
slammed four 881
winners. Douglas
but failed to scoi
nine runs.
In the nighta
picked up a - vict
Douglas All-Stars
runs to Douglas' 5
threi
slammed
Calloway. Dougla
times.

"Vacation Car Care"

SALE

25%OFF EACH TIRE
Steel Belted Silent Guard
TWO STEEL BELTS
TWIN POLYESTER
CORD BODY PLIES

To Tour Bases

BOSTON (API — Veterans
Don Nelson and Art Williams of
the Boston Celtics will leave
July 18 on a USO tour of military bases in the Azores, West
Germany, Italy, Belgium and
Holland.
Two other National Basketball Association players, Don
Smith of the Houston Rockets
and John Hummer of the BufNMI In Louisville?
falo Braves, will join Nelson
and Williams on the 21-day
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — tour.
The executive director of the
Louisville Convention Bureau,
Lewis C. Tingley, has appeared
Top Seeded Player
before the basketball tournaWESTFORD, Mass. (API
ment committee of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association Bill Drake, winner of three mato promote Louisville as a site jor regional indoor titles last
winter, was top-seeded-today as
for the 1977 NCAA finals.
Louisville last hosted the the New England Men's Tennis
Championships got under way
tourney in 1969.
Other cities bidding for the at the Westford Swim and Tentournament are Atlanta, Hous- nis ChM.
Drake is the head pro at the
ton, Minneapolis, Oklahoma
City, St Louis and St. Paul, Longfellow Racquet Club in
Wayland, Mass.
Minn
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"I can't pay tl

If you carelet
fire on som
property, suc
motel or oth
business, you
liable for dar
may run into
dollars. Such I
can be insure
Insurance Ag4

the 7//h

INSURANCE

BEL AIR CENTE
Slay

I

W
Also Fits—
'Was

Nos

TUBELESS WHITEWALLS '
-C78-13
8.50-13
$35.47
$711.54
E78-14
7.35-14 . 45.14
34.23
F78-14
7.75-14
47.22
35.79
G78-14
8.25-14
50.73
38.42
H78-14
8.55-14
53.85
40.76
G78-16 8.15/8.25-15
51.47
38.97
H78-15 8.45/8.55-15
54.19
4114
J78-15
8.85-15
$4.21
44.04
L78-15 8.00/8.15-15 . 6130
WO
Prices include Federal Excise Tax

Mounted On Your Car
SHOP AT SEARS
AND SAVE

No I.

No I

No I

ALL SH(
ON SEL
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Joe Louis: From Ghetto To
Glory 35 Years Ago Tonight
machine which Adolf Hitler Louis, who eagerly waited to
By EARL GERHEIM
Associated Press Sports Writer would soon unleash against the apply the coup de grace.
Not wasting a punch, Louis
NEW YORK (AP) — It world. Hitler had intimidated
wasn't unit35 years ago today the world with quick feints. He cooly measured Schmeling and
that Joe
uis, the Brown re-militarized the Rhineland in knocked him out with a left
Bomber whose devastating fists violation of the Versailles hook and a right to the jaw.
Schmeling pitched foward on
lifted him out of a Detroit Treaty. His swift legions had
ghetto to the heavyweight title, absorbed Austria in an almost his face and was counted out
bloodless coup and a wave of by referee Arthur Donovan.
finally felt like a champion.
It rained in Murray last night inning until the game was
"I waited two years for my
9ri that night, before 72,000 anti-Semitism had united the
unfortunately for the finally halted in the fifth inning.
but
it,"
got
I
now
fans in Yankee Stadium, Louis German people in persecution revenge and
The first run of the game for
Legion team their
American
Louis told a radio interviewer
battered former champion Max of a common scapegoat.
was played in Murray came in the third when
doubleheader
bout.
the
beafter
one
to
Louis
was
never
Schmeling into a groggy, flounrain. Keith Pyle singled in Rains who
Promoter Mike Jacobs tried Union City where it didn't
dering hulk in only two minutes come involved in political mathad reached on a walk.
team
City
Union
powerful
The
and four seconds of the first ters; he simply wanted revenge to stage a third bout between
A two run single in the fifth
of its strong
advantage
took
Germany
1940—but
in
two
couldn't
the
He
Schmeling.
against
round.
drove in the final runs of the
and
Murray
derail
to
hitting
Schmeling
was
never
at
war.
For Louis, it was vindication fully savor the glory of holding
game for Murray after
twinbill.
for the humiliating defeat one of sport's most prestigious joined the Nazi Party and was sweep the
unleashed 13 hits Wilkerson had singled and
City
Union
the
in
friends
by
had
defeated
advised
he
until
honors
years
Schmeling dealt him two
game to romp Thompson had walked.
before when the beetle-browed the only man who had beaten United States not to return to in the opening
Pyle had a pair of hits for
while in the
17-3
Murray
Germany
German stunned the boxing him.
nightcap the hosts took a 10-2 Murray while Wilkerson,
in
out
him
by
knocking
Schmeling, interviewed
world
"I would have stayed, but my
Howard, Dick,Scarborough and
12 rounds. For Schmeling, it recently in Hamburg. Germa- mother and wife lived in Ger- victory.
Hewitt added hits.
fifth
the
was
it
Murray,
For
was a rematch with a man he ny, where he directs a success- many," Schmeling said. "I was
loss of the season
consecutive
refranchise,
Coca-Cola
ful
And
defeated.
previously
had
worried the Nazis would do
The nightcap found Union
locals' record now drops
for the American public, it was membered the effects of the something if I didn't return. and the
jumping Murray hurler
City
2-11.
dismal
a
to
an encounter between an Amer- publicity campaign to turn the They knew I was afraid...I
Miller for four runs in the
Mark
ican and a symbol of German bout into an ideological con- suffered for this."
The first win of the season opening inning.
frontation.
supremacy.
came in the final game of a
Murray did not score until the
Looking back at that night 35
"I won't feel like a champion . "When I walked from my
twinbill at Benton.
when a single by Dick
fourth
"I
until I get that Schmeling," dressing room to the ring, vio- years ago, Schmeling said,
Tomorrow night, Murray will drove in Cathey who had walked
still
bout
is
you,
that
can
tell
by
the
s
lent
demonstration
won
Louis remarked after he
host that same Benton team to a and Howard who had singled.
the title by knocking out James crowd started against the then- real to me. The two fights with doubleheader beginning at 6
most
lasting
ruling regime in what was the Joe Louis left the
Howard, Rains, Dick and
J. Braddock in eight rounds.
p.m.
America was recovering from Third Reich," Schmeling, now impressions on me—particularfirst game, Union City Hewitt all had a hit apiece for
the
In
the Great Depression in 1938 67 years old, said. "The specta- ly because Joe and I are still used three runs and four hits in Murray.
and began speculating about tors identified me with it. good friends. Whenever there is the first inning to chase Murray
Following the Friday twinbill
the buildup of a German war Wrongfully, but what was I to a chance—when I am in Amer- starter Charlie Rains from the
with Benton, Murray will endo" Over the short distance to ica—we get together. We've al- mound.
tertain Paris to a doubleheader
the ring I was spat upon and ways kept up contact.
Union City added five runs in Tuesday beginning at 6 p.m.
"We still have a good friendhad cigarette packs and cardthe second and scored in every
ship."
board thrown at me."
Louis remembered that pulsating first round.
"He tried a right to my head
but it went around me," he
said. "I left-jabbed him mean
and brought his guard low. I
drove a right to the jaw with
all I had. I put my body into it.
Three games were played It threw him on the ropes and
Wednesday night in the Men's his knees buckled."
SHANNON, Miss. i AP) — the one that would break
Softball League.
Louis ripped both hands into The man who gave up Babe Ruth's all-time home run
The first game saw Marshall Schmeling's body, bringing a Ruth's final two home runs record.
County defeating the Calloway scream of agony from his oppo- says
pitchers
Bush had no kind words for
present-day
Cubs by a score of 12-4. Dowdy nent when one of the blows should think about only one those pitchers, nor for baseball
led Marshall with three hits landed over a kidney.
thing when they face Hank Aa- Commissioner Bowie Kiuhn,
while Brown had three hits for
"I know the kidney knock ron—if the Atlanta slugger is who warned the pitchers they
the losers. Each team slammed was unintentional," Schmeling up against them seeking his could be suspended for "help13 hits but Calloway was held said. "I was partly to blame 715th home run. knock him ing" Aaron.
to only four runs by the Mar- because I turned a little into down.
"I've never heard anything
shall County defense.
it."
what these pitchers are
like
Aaron
and
"If I was pitching
Schmeling moved away from came up needing one more saying," Bush said. "It's absoDexter slid by the Douglas AllStars by a score of 12-9. Dexter the ropes and Louis then sent homer to break Ruth's mark, lutely criminal. If this happens,
scored early in the game and him sprawling to the canvas I'd dust him off," says 70-year- I'll be ashamed I ever played
held the lead the entire game. with a clubbing right to the old Guy Bush. "Anything to get the game."
Bush says Kuhn was too soft
Doug Stalls belted a home run in jaw. Schmeling regained his him out of the game. He would
on the pitchers. He says longthe second inning. Ferguson feet at the count of three, but know I'm not his friend."
time commissioner, Judge
slammed four safe hits for the went down again from two lefts
Bush commented after sev- Kenesaw Landis, would have
winners. Douglas had 15 hits and a right to the chin. Schmelpitchers
but failed to score more than ing was helpless as he rose on eral National League
dispensed quickly with such utshaky legs and tried to focus said they would not mind giv- terances.
nine runs.
ing up Aaron's 715th home run,
"If Landis were the commisIn the nightcap, Calloway blurred eyes on the muscular
.orwelg. sioner of baseball now," said
picked up a - victory over the
Bush, who gave up Ruth's final
Douglas All-Stars by scoring 10
two homers on May 25, 1935 in
runs to Douglas' six. Higginson
Pittsburgh, "he'd have this
hits for
three
slammed
little matter cleared up in
Calloway. Douglas hit safely 14
about one hour.
times
"I'm telling you that Judge
Landis would have marched
his office,
day at the Pocono International those boys into
By BLOYS BRITT
them, and sent
deuniformed
Writer
Racing
Raceway.
AP Auto
way with
Meanwhile, 26-year-old Mike them on their merry
MOUNT POCONO, Pa. (AP)
suspension.
— Gordon Johncock has had al- Mosley recorded a practice lap a permanent
"They would never have seen
most one month to savor his at 185.6 miles per hour despite
inside of a major league
the
500new rule modifications that cut
victory in the Indianapolis
park."
mile race, but he still can't get the wing width on the Indy-type
Bush was reminded he'd been
cars from 64 inches to 55 inches
excited about it.
over the years of
accused
a
caand reduced on-board fuel
"It was too much of
throwing some fat pitches to
hassle," the 38-year-old Mich- pacity to 40 gallons from the 75
Ruth.
igan native said Wednesday as gallons that prevailed at InHe denied it.
practice began for the July 1 dianapolis.
Bush did admit, however, inMosley's unofficial time was
Schaefer 500, a $400,000 event
catcher to tell
Johncock said he expects to less than five miles off Bobby structing his
coming. He said
was
Ruth
what
of
mark
Unser's official lap
win.
challenge Ruth
to
he
wanted
"That Indianapolis thing, it 190.210 m.p.h. with which he
his best fast ball.
"I can't pay the bill!"
really didn't seem like a 500- won the pole position for the with
"It went right where I said it
mile victory," said the dimin- 1972 Schaefer 500.
Bush says of the pitch
would,"
If you carelessly cause a
In Saturday's first round of
utive driver. "With everybody
hit for home run No. 714.
fire on someone else's
getting hurt and all the bad qualifying, the pole position will Ruth
tell you—Babe
property, such as at a
weather, nobody could be really go to the day's fastest driver. "And let me
motel or other place of ' happy. It was just a bad deal Thirty-three starters will be caught it in the meat of the bat
decks in
business, you Can be held
picked in sessions Saturday and and sent it over two
all the way around."
was the
It
old
Field.
Forbes
liable for damages which
EagleSTP
his
Sunday.
Johncock had
ever
seen.
I'd
ball
longest
may run into thousands of
Offy in front when the Indy
HOCKEY
"Ruth," he says, "was just
dollars. Such legal liability
race was called at 332.5 miles
BUFFALO — Floyd Smith, too much for me."
Murray
can be insured by
because of rain.
who guided the Cincinnati
Insurance Agency.
•
GENERAL
Johncock, a journeyman driv- Swords to the American HockVALLEJO; Calif. — Jack
er for many years, made only ey League's Calder Cup chamabout 10 practice runs Wednes- pionship last season, signed a Robinson, 46, a jockey for alday while other drivers began new multi-year contract with most thirty years, was killed in
INSURANCE AGENCY
their cars down for the club as coach and general a spill during a quarter-horse
shaking
Bit AIR CENTER 753 4751
race at Solano County Fair.
qualifying runs that start Satur- manager.

Union City Sweeps
Pair From Murray

Three Games
Played In
Men's Loop

Man Who Gave Babe
714 Very Bitter

Nastase Overwhelming
Favorite at Wimbledon
Of the 16 original seeds, only back strain.
"I am seeing a specialist toNastase and Jan Kodes of
day and I just hope I will be fit
Czechoslovakia were left.
Nastase is a member of ATP for Wimbledon," said Mrs:
and had pledged to join in the Court.
She is the No. 1 seed with deboycott if Pilic was not allowed
to play. But the Romanian Na- fending champion Billie Jean
tional Tennis Association tele- King of Long Beach, Calif., No,
phoned Nastase Wednesday and 2.
gave him orders.
"I shall play," he said.
Connors, a surprise quarterfinalist at Wimbledon last year,
is not a member of ATP.
"It looks like a big chance
for me," Connors said as he
strolled around Queen's Club
with his constant companion,
Chris Evert of Fort LauderJunior golf was held at the
dale, Fla.
Chris laughed off suggestions Oaks Country Club Tuesday,
of a boycott by women players with Kevin D'Angelo taking the
who think they should get a honors for being the low man.
Douglas Story won honors for
bigger share of the prize monthe middle man with Mark
ey.
"Nothing could stop me from Boggess winning the "most
playing," the 18-year old Amer- golf."
Greg Story won a prize for a
ican said.
The women's boycott has not par on the number 10 hole.
gone further than the talking
Other prizes were won by
stage. Few think it will mate- Teressa Brewer and Jon
Caof
Pasadena,
Stan Smith
rialize.
Alexander.
lif., who beat Nastase in the
Junior golf next Tuesday will
Margaret Court of Australia,
1972 Wimbledon final, had gone.
who
the
a string tournament.
Ausfeature
won
has
already
NewJohn
had
Australia's
§o
All junior golfers from the
combe, three-time winner of tralian and French titles and is
the title, veteran campaigner going for the Grand Slam, ages of seven through 16 are
Ken Rosewall of Australia and pulled out of the Queen's Club urged to attend and aparArthur Ashe of Richmond, Va. tournament Wednesday with a ticipate.

LONDON(AP) — Even when
Wimbledon is being boycotted,
it's an ill wind that blows nobody any good.
tie Nastase of Romania suddenly has become an overwhelming favorite to win the
world's most coveted tennis
title. And a bunch of players
who were rated outsiders a
week ago could be listed among
the seeded places.
Jimmy Connors of Belleville,
Alexander Metreveli of
Russia, even 17-year-old Swedish teen-ager Bjorn Borg could
be among the top seeds when
the postponed draw is made
Friday.
Plans for Wimbledon, which
starts Monday, were wrecked
when the militant Association
of Tennis Professionals called
on its members to walk out in
sympathy with Nikki Pilic, the
suspended Yugoslavian.
More than 30 men had joined
the walkout Wednesday night
and the number is expected to
grow to 70 or 75.

We're Ready,To Better Serve Your Needs...

WAYNE
FEEDS

Announcing

A
NEW
DEALER

Farmers
Grain & Seed
Company

IN YOUR AREA

!ammisii"""""

Johncock Says Indy
Race Was k Hassle

Oaks Holds
Junior Golf
On Tuesday

Railroad Ave.
•

We would like to Thank all
our customers for their patronage
to our former dealer, Murray
Hatchery.
You can continue to get
our Wayne Feed products at
our new dealer . . .

WAYNE
FEEDS
TO,

Ph. 753-3404

Dan Boaz,
Owner & Operator
Bobby Meador
Manager

Farmer's
Grain &Seed
Company
OUR PLEDGE:

WAYNE
ANIMAL
HEALTH
AIDS
Sift

As your authorized Wayne Feeds dealer it will
be our continual policy to provide you with
the most complete line of quality poultry arid
livestock feeds possible At all times we will
offer only the maximum in service, specialized
management aids and tested feeding plans
Come in and see us soon.

the

No Lay-Away

No Exchange
No Refunds
ALL SHOES TAGGED AND
ON SELF-SERVICE FLOOR

LE
SAPair
OESeco
SHGet
R 1 Price
2 FO
Free!!
nd
A
,
Pair at Reg.

Buy One

This offer includes Men's, Womens' and Childrens' Shoes!
You can mix them when buying, so bring the whole family!
510 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky

Famil Shoe Store

GLENN C. WOODEN,
Owner
OPEN FRIDAY 'TIL 8 P.M.

All
New Fresh
Nationally
Advertised
Merchandise
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Your Individual Horoscope

Anniversary
SALE

•

Frances Drake

FOR FRIDAY,JUNE 22, 1973
Look in the section in which you will get a clearer view of the
your birthday comes and find road ahead, to make plans for
what your outlook is, according further accomplishment and
satisfaction.
to the stars.
CAPRICORN
AftlES
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 14
Direct your innate en(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Keep plugging, as the hard- thusiasm into progressive
hitting person puts it. This is the channels. You can accomplish
type of day that will require more than many others now.
"digging in," making use of Especially favored: written
your fine stamina.
matters and travel plans:
41ft•
AQUARIUS
TAURUS
to Feb. 191
21
Jan.
(
7
1
iX/
de
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Going it alone will not be the
The "little" errors could trip
answer now. There are definite
most, so be alert. You have no
areas where you will have to
opponents so strong that they
associate with, plan with,
gentle
can't be handled with
others. Teamwork'
persuasion and good intent
PISCES
GEMINI
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
114P( May 22 to June 21)
Some plans may have to be
Poise and perseverance changed whether you like it or
needed. As with those born not. Be composed, however, for
under many other Signs, you you may well profit by the
also could encounter unex- change. Keep your sense of
pected, and unusual, situations. humor sharp.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
CANCER
Gemini-Cancer cuspal and, as
( June 22 to July 23)
Present influences indicate such, are endowed with the
some obstacles — not in- strongest traits of both Signs.
surmountable, but annoying You have the fine intellect,
unless you retain your sense of imagination and versatility of
the Geminian plus the prachumor — AND patience.
ticality, conservatism and
LEO
meticulousness of the Can244i/ii
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 1
cerian — a potent combination.
You have an exceptionally But you often lack confidence in
good planetary set-up now but yourself;
easily
become
must toe the line, nevertheless, discouraged. Your leve of home
to avoid friction with those who and family is outstanding, but
are not in so comfortable a spot. you may be too strict a parent
or spouse. You would make an
VIRGO
excellent teacher but, here
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
guard
Caution should be day's again, you will have to
stern a
keynote. Don't create un- against being too
lines in
necessary dilemmas through disciplinarian. Other
writing,
Impulsiveness, and take no which you could excel:
music, medicine, the theater.
reckless chances
Birthdate of: Erich M.
LIBRA
Remarque and H. Rider
( Sept 24 to Oct 23)
Haggard, authors.
• • •
Take care in counselling
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
others, imparting Information.
FOR 1973 For • Forsonsi 110-0190
forecast on Monk, woallif. love and
Avoid arguments as such, but
rnafrflop•. sena SI OS plus IS cards In
LOU, ler 0011•94 oncl krindIng to
discuss calmly important
Horoscope Book Deportment, Box 113.
transactions.
trends,
Oa China. Station. Mow York, N

OPP.-

EcA

SCORPIO
nt,
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
Discretion should be your
watchword. Keep disposition
even in order to cope with the
ruffled ones you meet — and
there may be several.

eki0

SAGITTARIUS
I Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A period for some introspection. Through reflection,

10011. mention.'" Mrs newspaper
Prini your NAME. ADDRESS with
ZIP. and DATE OF BIRTH (to be sore
raw gel the riont forecast for your
maw sign)

LADY COSMONAUT
On June 16, 1963, a woman
was launched into orbit for the
first tune as Soviet cosmonaut
Valentina Tereshkova participated in the flight of Vostok 6.

By SFC JERRY WORK

members of the Women's Army
NEW TRAUMA UNIT
A unit to develop new Corps have met and married
techniques for the treatment of soldiers. But the phenomenon of
accident victims has been married couples enlisting
opened at the Army's William together began barely six
Beaumont General Hospital at months ago. Nobody knows
why. So far there have been
Fort Bliss, Texas.
who
couples
20
about
the
in
kind
its
of
The first
Army, the trauma unit will have joined the Army as wife
conduct intensive investigations and husband team. Of the 17,000
of the body's response to injury WACS now in uniform, more
in order to develop improved than 2500 are married. Increased pay and a curb on
patient-care techniques.
The new unit also will train harassment of soldiers could be
Army medics and paramedics Influencing young couples to
in the latest procedures for join. So, perhaps, could the
Army's recent policy allowing
caring for trauma patients.
Modern electronic monitoring women members to raise
equipment will continually children while on active duty.
I murd the patients' vital body The new edict permits medical
functions and portable x-ray leave for the last two months of
and fluoroscopic machines will pregnancy and for six weeks
eliminate the need to move after a baby is born. Longer
leave may be granted on the
patients from their beds.
doctors recommendations.
Army Chow
leave is not
Maternity
a
getting
been
has
food
Army
lot of attention since Army charageable against regular
cooking instructors won eight leave time. And, of course, the
out of 14 top awards in a com- woman can elect an honorable
discharge and stay home with
petition with famous chefs.
To assure its people continue the child.
Information on the Women's
to get award-winning meals, the
Army is conducting a world- Army Corps can be obtained
wide competition among its from your Army Represendining facilities. A six-member tative Sergeant Jerry Work at
committee has just been the Mayfield Shopping Plaza, or
selected to sample the food at you can call 247-4525 for an
every Army installation. appointment
Results of the heated contest
will be announced in July.
Question Of The Week
Q: Are all new Army
Enlistees paid more than 1300 a
A secret service report pubmonth?
A: Yea, they certainly are. lished by the Hamburg magathat
New recruits start at $307.20 a zine Quick recently states
radicals are gaining
month, before taxes, and many left-wing
ground in West Germany,
of them are able to save most of
while the number of their
their takehorne pay because the right-wing opponents is deArmy provides meals, housing, creasing.
utilities medical and dental
Three hundred sixty-five
care.
left-wing organizations have a
Husbands And Wives
total of 103,000 members,
Together Is The Army
14,000 more than last year,
new
curious
There is a
while the "neo-Nazi" National
wrinkle in Army life—the Democratic Party memberhusband-and-wife soldier ship has shrunk to 14,500
couple. For decades, of course, members.

June 21 thru June 25

GREEN ACRES
MOBILE HOMES
Paris, Tennessee
Huntingdon, Tennessee

Buy the Home of your choice
this week for a very low down
payment!!
Reg. '3.27
IBM

Down
Payment

Lett-wingers increase
in West Germany

Plus Sales Tax
With Approved Credit

* OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT *
Friday and Saturday

%b

r/r

fabrifie

* FREE!! Soft Drinks and Popcorn *

FABRIC CENTERS

Ill 1 1 1i Hill
PRICES GOOD THRU WED. 27

ACRYLIC KNITS

Nylon Double Knits
Just the thing for swinsuits! Great for
body suits and beach cover-ups, too
Summer-bright prints and solids, com
pletely machine wash and dry and no
ironing needed. 60" side.

A

grand

slam of great !Oaks! Prints,
checks, geometrics and more. All in
packable, machine wash and dry 100 per
Cent acrylic Right for any season.

v Fully Furnished
v Carpet Throughout
v 4-Inch Sidewalls
v 6-Inch Floors

REGISTER for ...

Polyester Double Knits

FASHION FABRICS

It't a find! Soft and smooth crepe stitch
double knits to make into cool, composed
vacation fashions. Beautiful solid colors.
60" wide, machine wash and dry. Terrific
Fabrific price!

FREE MINI-BIKE

A tremendous selection of fabrics that
usually sell for much, much more! Choose
several designer lengths in soft knits,
shirting stripes, suitings, denims and
more.

2 yd.$1 00

77

The fresh good looks of cotton in pretty,
small-scale prints. Feminine look at a fantastic saving. Machine wash and dry, 45"
wide

yard

for

Within 300 Miles

886,d.

(
fabrifie
FASHION KNITS

What it takes to travel light and smooth! Sew easy care
vacation fashions in this soft, 100 per cent Arnel Jersey
Designer lengths in 45" and...54" widths Machine wash and
dry.

100

POLYESTER THREAD
Per sp
"
Thread special! Select from an endtess array of colors, all
on big 226 yard spools. Take big savings, too...Reg. 30 cents
per spool.

PERMANENT PRESS

Broadcloth

1.29

Yard
Breeze through summer! Sew the newest looks in this
super -cool blend of 110 per cent polyester, 20 per cent cotton
that needs no ironing 45" wide in a great choice of colors

\awn—

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat 1-6 Sunday

CENTERS

FREE DELIVERY

COTTON PRINTS

Cool cotton comfort in a weight you want
summer sportswear Solid colors that stay
bright and beautiful 45" wide Machine wash
and dry And an unbeatable price

FABRIC

To be Given Away June 25th at 7 p.m.

yard

Sew Me new in this now-knit of SS per cent
acetate, 45 per cent nylon. Machine wash and
dry Keeps its composure during long summer days 45" wide, up-to-the-minute colors.

Cotton Duck

$43560°

s1 66 yd.

$ 1 99 yd.

Soft Look Crepe'1 66

60x12 2-Bedroom
Echo-Mobile-Home

sect° l•

Satisfaction Guaranteed

sta

Paris, Tenn.
Huntingdon,
Tenn.

Hurry to

GREEN ACRES
June 21 thru June 25

MEN!
BEA1

Lightweig)
comfortabl
and WOME
S.M.L in
colors.

1E-!
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HOT SUMMER
VALUES
Prices Good thru Sunday, June 24

YOUR CHOICE: MAGICOLOR

BANPAID

LUSTER PLUS or PROTECT

plastic strips

Your choice of semi-gloss Luster
Plus fok the inside of your home or
Protect latex for wood, cement, stucco, shingles outside your home' Both
guaranteed to cover in one coat!

in popular
ALL WIDE size!

2/$ oo

Reg.
75'

YOUR CHOICE: MAGICOLOR

SATIN PLUS or GLOSS WHITE

30 Strips

First
Aid
Kit

First
Aid
Kit
Reg. '3.27

Choose either of these two fine paints for
your home? Fade and stain resistant, washable Satin Plus flat latex for the inside or
one coat Gloss White for outside house and
trim.

Compact

Auto Travel

$277

6

91

591

Peg
to 6 97

•Calor

,
ar

Reg.

NANDIWRAP

2.27

Model 2303

SHOWER TO SHOWER

250 Ft Roll

\\
24" FOLDING GRILL

7'2 oz

2/

2/$1'

Reg.
77'

88

DECORATE WITH "SNOOPY"

CLAIROL HERBAL ESSENCE
Po

I!4J11I1.lurat

'.•

Sligh•

Fa oily, normal to dry hair.

DRAPERIES
Slightly irregular! 63
length

8 fl. oz.

for

picnics or

644

Compare
at 7.99

9

locy,c

SHAMPOO

Great

lust grilling at home!
Folds up to go anywhere with easel Adjustable heights, lots
I surface space.

Compare
at 5.88

9

I Compare
at 1.97

FOAM-LINED

Reg. 51.27

DRAPERIES

STRETCH TERRY
Great Sewing Need
for Summer Wear
v 100 Uses
v Solids & Stripes
Great for Halters, Robes, Tops,
Shorts, Slacks

42 QUART
STYROFOAM CHEST

99c
aszh.
Atimuy

Will not mildew! Sturdy hanKeeps
dies, durable chest
food and drinks ice cold!

Reg.
2.97 yd.

Draperies to match the decor of
any room in your home' Foam
backing controls light and noise
and insulates against heat and
cold.

COLD-PACK
CANNERS

1"

48"t84"
Compare
at 3.49

ALL PURPOSE
10 oz.
,
TUMBLERS/
2x 2
for

,/-/_UMINUM FOIL

88c

FREEZER
CONTAINERS

Corn pa re

Choose from
Pint size
'h pint size
Quart size
Gallon size

at 59c

r

and
Lightweight
comfortable' Mens
and womens sizes
S.M.L in assorted
colors.

9-9 Mon.-Sat
14 Sunday

---

BREEZE BOX FAN
20"
one

BANNAMERICARD
iefAyofko

8

50'
2 INCH HOSE
1
/

fan with
speed'

Compare
at 12 99

Reg
to 1.39

177

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Equal Opportunity Employer

Cornpar
at 33c
Model 14221E —

ICE TEA
GLASSES

Compare
at 99c

MENS or WOMENS
BEACH SANDALS

88c

5488

Acrec 0' Free Parking

Compare
at 3.49

25 oz size

POWER MOWER

4 or77C
fit 97C

NE=11
BANKAMER1raR
toofeme

753 8777

curing height. 3 0 HP TWOI
22
Remote, fingertip throttle and stop
Free floating tfandlepli
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Festival To Display Kentucky's Heritage

Senator To UK To Present Variety Of New
Speak At
Information At Farmers Show
July School
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Senator
Harold Hughes of Iowa will be
the featured speaker at the
opening session of the third
annual Kentucky School of
Alcohol Studies.
- Sponsored by the Kentucky
Department of Mental Health,
the six-day school will be
conducted in Covington, July 813.
Senator Hughes has been a
vital force in initiating
progessive alcohol treatment
legislation and introduced the
1970 bill that led to the creation
of the National Institute of
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.
The Institute, Hughes points
out, is committed to the concept
of treating alcoholism as an
illness rather than an immoral
action or crime.
opening
school's
- The
ceremonies, during which
Hughes will speak, will take
place at the Quality Inn
Riverview, while the formal
sessions are to be at Thomas
Moore College.
Lectures, panel discussions,
and informal interaction, as
well as special interest groups,
will combine to offer both the
professional and layman an
opporturuty to examine one of
the nation's top three health
problms.
Subjects slated for consideration include: "Role of
*Alcohol in American Society",
and
Problems
"Alcohol
"Alcohol
and
Crime",
Problems in Business and In-

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Plant
no-tillage'
tobacco with
Agronomy researchers at the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture are studying the
possibilities.
"We're not yet ready to
recommend this practice, but
we're trying it out on some of
our plots," says J. K. Evans,
Extension agronomist at UK.
Evans points out that notillage tobacco planting is just
one of many new crop
production practices which
farmers can check into on June
M. That's the date of the Farmers Research Information
Day at UK's ColdstreamSpindletop-Maine Chance
research farms north of
Lexington.
Ten different tours, including
five agronomy tours, will be
available to those attending the
event. "Visitors can see
everything we have to show or
they can concentrate on the
subjects they are most interested in," Evans pointed out.

l'h plots of no-till tobacco and
the no-till setter will be shown at
the field day. With no-tillage a
contact herbicide is used to kill
existing plant growth before
setting and a residual herbicide
is used to control weeds after
setting. A modified tobacco
setter is used for planting. It
cuts a slit in the sod, sets the

plant and closes up the slit.
New tobacco varieties, including plots of Maryland
tobacco, will also be shown on
the tobacco tour. Other stops
will show tobacco plants grown
from pollen grains, various
fertilizer rates, and safe use of
systemic insecticides.
Two of the field day tours will
deal with forages. A mechanical
pasture renovator developed by
the University of Kentucky will
be demonstrated, and plots
renovated by the new machine
will be shown. Visitors will also
have a chance to learn the latest
information on alfalfa weevil
control.
A three-year-old stand of
Kenstar red clover will be
shown on one of the forage
tours. This is a new variety
which will soon be released.
Visitors can also view plots of
new alfalfa and grass,varieties.
The sod *abeam -is a serious
menance_ to- borne lawns in
Kentucky. Several different
strains of bluegrass which
appear to have some resistance
to the sod webworm will be
shown at the field day.
Will herbicide residues from
no-till corn and soybeans affect
the next crop? The results of
research work on this question
will be presented at the field
day. Visitors can also see an
underground collection system
which checks the amount of

Crawford—Agriculture
Entering Into 'New Era'

water and nitrogen movement
through the soil.
Research work on the use of
herbicides in no-till and conventional corn and soybean
production will be shown at
the field day. Plots of soybeans
planted in a "stale" seed bed
will be on display. With this
system, the ground is plowed
and weed seeds are allowed to
germinate. Then the ground is
sprayed and planted without
further tillage.
On the livestock tours, there
will be presentations on holding
down protein costs for beef and
dairy cattle and swine. The
possibility of feeding Opaque-2
corn, which has about 25 percent more protein than regular
corn, will be explored.
Visitors can see Finn-cross
sheep which bear litters of up to
six to eight lambs. There will be
information on heat detection in
cattle, liquid manure handling,
beef sire selection, grass etany,
and forage testing.
The University's horse
program will be a featured part
of the program. There will be
information on horse nutrition,
health care, parasite control,
and on the teaching of riding
techniques.
Field day activities will get
underway at 9 a.m. The field
day will be the first of two such
events conducted by the UK
College of Agriculture this
Another Farmers
summer.
Research Information Day will
be held July 19 at the West
Kentucky Research and Extension Center at Princeton.

The faculty for the Kentucky
School for Alcohol Studies has
been recruited from across the
nation and includes such outstanding authorities as: Gerald
Globetti, Ph.D., of the
University of Alabama; Vincent
Pisani, Ph. D., of Chicago's
Behavior Consultants International; and Augustus H.
Hewlett, Executive Director of
the Alcohol and Drugs
Program Association of North
America.
Representatives are expected
at the alcohol school from the
courts, law enforcement
agencies, school systems, industry, state departments and
agencies, churches, and various
other groups with an interest in
alcoholism.
In addition, staff members
from local comprehensive care
centers and state psychiatric
hopsitals will attend.
Anyone desiring to attend
this year's school should contact Jeanie McKee, Office of
Alcoholism, Kentucky
• Department of Mental Health,
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601..
Enrollment will be limited to
- 200 persons.

Glen Crawford, Chairman, of Fifth, more convenient at
the Calloway ASC Committee harvest time especially if the
said today it is apparent, and weather conditions are unwill continue to be, that favorable. Six, the farmer can
American Agriculture is en- sell to whom and when he
tering into a "New Era." This wishes.
If the cost of construction is
era, which is a long-term
movement, is a shift toward a more than a farmer cares to
farm undertake he should consider
market-dominated
program policy that will allow this cost over a five (5) year
the farmers to adjust their period with a minimum interest
operations accordingly. rate. He should also, consider
Therefore, farmers should that the cost going into conadapt thosefarming operational struction of lea _own storage
in the future be
methods best suited to their facility will
individual needs and desires. Increasing his "net income."
Mr. Crawford said every
Crawford said, "In view of
this change, every farmer farmer in Calloway County is
should be thinking ahead asked to consider his farming
because US. Agriculture is operation in view of the future
moving in the direction of of American Agriculture. If any
competing on the world market farmer is contemplating
with her grain and proteins." commodity storage on the farm
Grain-producing farmers he should call or stop by the
should be considering farm Agricultural Stabilization and
storage facilities as opposed to Conservation Service Office and
commercial get detailed information conin
storage
cerning our Farm Storage
facilities.
The advantages of farm Facilities and Drying equipstorage are many, Crawford ment loan program.
said. First there is a savings in
not having to pay the "in" and
HAYES NOMINATED
ITCHY.
"out" for storage. Second, the
BURNING TOES!
On June 16, 1678, the Repubbe
storage cost would
EASE FIERY PAIN
Third, no waiting lican Convention at Cincinnati
IN ONE HOUR or your 59c back. eliminated.
nominated Rutherford B.
Apply quick-drying T-4-L. strong for delivering or unloading at
Hayes of Ohio for the presieliminate
.w.ty,
for
Fourth,
time.
harvest
A1r71LqdZi. Also Ilno
r
dency
?y• feet. Try it for loippy reliel!
additional transportation coat.
NOW
Mutt Co.

Gillette

FRANKFORT,Ky. — When a singing, guitar and banjo
carefully selected group of picking, fiddling and craft
in making.
arrives
Kentuckians
Washington. D.C. the first week
Just to make sure the total
in July, they'll have some pretty number of visitors to the
surprising items in their festival exceeds the expected
luggage.
one-million, two of the 150
Suitcases and boxes will be Kentuckians at the festival have
filled with handmade brooms, cooked up an offer no one can
hymns, pottery, dried apples, refuse—Kentucky country ham
sorghurn, dulcimers and and barbecue made from two of
hundreds of other unusual the Commonwealth's most
items.
highly regarded (and best
When the Kentuckians finish guarded) receipes.
unpacking, the once-empty
A tobacco barn will be conexpanse of grass by the re- structed by Western Kentucky
flecting pool near the Lincoln barn builders. Tobacco will
Memorial will be the site of a hang from the rafters and grow
race track, a show ring for from a one-half acre area near
horses, a tobacco auction, the barn. Each day the cry of a
virtually all the ingredients of a tobacco auctioneer will mix
distillery, a sorghum press, a with the smell of aged leaf that
four-bent tobacco barn and a has been stripped and tied
white-railed fence around a before the eyes of visitors.
tobacco patch.
Although the finished product
The site will comprise Ken- won't be in evidence, the
tucky's part of the 1973 traditional processes used to
American Folklife Festival, produce Kentucky's famous
sponsored by the Smithsonian bourbon will have their chance
Institution and the National to shine. The huge cooper kettPark Service, with some help les of mash, the wooden barrels
from the Kentucky 1973 Festival required for proper aging of the
of American Folklife, Inc.
finished products and the steps
For a few days, July 4 through from the kettle to the barrel will
8, you might as well think of it be explained daily by the same
as Washington, District of Kentuckians who distill the
Kentucky. The annual festival amber liquid in their native
will be featuring Kentucky as state.
its showcase state this year and,
A two-furlong race course and
just to be sure Washingtonians a show ring will make the
and tourists get the full Com- visiting Kentucky horses feel at
monwealth picture, the state is home. There will be daily
sending everything but the races, polo demonstrations,
Bluegrass top soil itself.
pulling contests and presenFeatured will be Kentucky's tations of dressage, mounted
and
gymnastics.
major industries—bourbon, games
tobacco and horses. Native Separate shows will be
Kentuckians will add the spirit presented by standardbred,
of the state's folklife with their saddlebred, quarter and

GOLDEN

BEAR

•12/32 Tread Depth

Morgan horses, hunters and
Appaloosas.
Sources in the Bluegrass state
are saying that the festival will
be a musical invasion—
Grandpa Jones, Merle Travis
and Bill Monroe will treat all
present to a generous portion of
the sounds that made them
And some lesserfamous.
known, but highly talented,
artists will introduce out-ofstate ears to some real down
home listening—as clear and
pure as limestone water. Some
will seem strange to the
listener, such as the line singing
of the Regular Baptist Choir
and many of the folk ballads
found only in Kentucky. Some
are unique to a given family or
region of the state.
Some pretty "crafty" people
also are going to be hard at
work. Bona fide craftsmen and
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folk artists will be using their
hands and the inventive
ingenuity handed down from
their pioneer forefathers to
produce a breed of merchanidse
rarely seen outside Kentucky's
borders. Whittlers, chairmakers, broom-makers and
basket-makers will show how
items were made when Kentucky was the 15th of 15 states in
the Union.
Sorghum will be made in
Washington just as it is "back
home" with two men, an animal
and cane. Visitors will have an
opportunity to taste the product,
which still often provides
Kentuckians with sugar and
molasses.
Pottery and dolls with heads
made from cornshucks, gourds,
or dried apples will be made
right before the eyes of festival
visitors.
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Tennessee River Users Save
Record Amount Of $65,600,000
Users of the Tennessee River
waterway saved a record
$65,600,000 in transportation
costs on barge freight carried
on the river in 1972, accorcllng to
the annual estimate by TVA
economists.
This estimated benefit was
nearly eight times as much as
the 1972 costs for operation and
depreciation on waterway
facilities, which totaled about
$8,500,000.
"With the growth in river
traffic to modern levels, most
people have forgotten that there
was once a major controversy
over whether this waterway
development would pay off in
benefits," M.I. Foster, TVA
Director of Navigation and
Regional Studies, points out.
In 1946, when TVA had just
completed the chain of dams
and locks that opened the
Tennessee to full use by modern
inland cargo
vessels, the
agency issued a report
predicting that within 15 years
the traffic "might well reach
7,000,000 tons annually with
corresponding annual savings
of $9,000,000."
"That estimate was widely
disputed at the time," Foster
said. "Traffic was just starting
to build up, and in the first few
years after the waterway was
completed benefits were not
enough to equal the costs."
A critic writing in that period
compared these costs and

benefits and commented: "If
this is the best TVA can show, it
would pay to reimburse shippers for the savings they might
have made, seal up the locks
and iet depreciation eventually
wipe out the cost "
Foster said the controversy
arose partly because at the time
the dams were being built, there
was little industry along the
river to make largescale use of
water transportation.
"The picture began to change
in the 1950's, with a rapid expansion of both waterfront
industry and barge traffic," he
said."By the end of that decade
river tonnage and shipper
savings were well beyond what
TVA had estimated in 1946".
The 1972 savings estimate
brings navigation benefits
through the years from the
improved Tennessee River
waterway to a total of $880
million, he said. That compares
with total operating and
depreciation costs of $158
million since TVA began work
on this navigation system 40
years ago.
"Using a conventional
business yardstick, the $57
million difference last year
between waterway benefits and
costs was equal to a 24 percent
'rate of return' on the Government's net investment in
developing this waterway,"
Foster said.

In the past 40 years industry
has invested more than $2.1
billion in Tennessee River
waterfront plants, terminals,
and distribution facilities, including 13 industrial projects
begun in 1972. These installations employ about 40,000
workers directly, Foster.aaid,
and create at least that many
more jobs indirectly in the
surrounding areas.
An estimated 28,100,000 tons
of commercial freight moved on
the Tennessee River in 1972,
about a half-million tons more
than in the previous year. It was
the llth year in a row to set a
new tonnage record.
The 1972 traffic moved an
estimated 3.6 billion ton-miles,
down from 4 billion in 1971
I when there was an unusual
amount of long-haul traffic).
Three-fourths of the 1972
traffic came from or was
destined for points outside the
Tennessee Valley, Foster said.
"This high proportion of traffic
moving to and from other
regions reflects the value of the
waterway in giving this region's
Industries broadened markets
and more alternative sources of
raw materials."
River
Tennessee
The
waterway connects with other
barge routes extending from
Pennsylvania to Minnesota to
the Gulf Coast, reaching 21
states in all.

Birth Cards
May Be Used
For Passport
FRANKFORT, Ky. — It's
official.
The credit-card sized birth
cards the State Department of
Health offers to Kentucky-born
individuls can be used as birth
evidence when applying for a
passport.
Lewis Bush, Vital Statistics
Registrar, has received a letter
from W.E. pusgan, Chief of the
Legal Division, Passport Office,
Department of State, that says,
"the wallet size birth card now
being issued by your Department...has been carefully
examined. The Passport Office
finds that it meets the minimum
passport requirements for birth
evidence. The card should be
acceptable by all Clerks of
Court accepting passport applications."
More than 20,000 of the handy
blue and white plastic cards
have been issued since January
1972 when they were first made
available to Kentuckians. Cost
is $2, the same as for a larger
photostatic copy of any birth
certificate kept in Frankfort.
Information on the card includes name, birth date, birth
place, date on which the birth
certificate was filed in the
Office of Vital Statistics, birth
card number, birth certificate
number and sex.
Applications for ordering
cards are available at local and
district health departments
throughout the state. Most
hos itals also have the form.

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance • Bonds - Real Estate — 108 E. 12th St., Benton

NOW HAS A LOCAL NUMBER
For the Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
THE NUMBER TO CALL

753-6434
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State Board Discusses Consolidation of School
Legislative Research Commision, recommended to the
Board that "school districts
with less than 1,500 enrolled be
merged with an appropriate
district." He noted that the
smaller districts are not able to
offer comprehensive programs
"except at a high cost."
Sustaining these recommendations was a 1972 study
made for the National
Education Finance Project and
presented to the board by
James Melton, assistant
superintendent
of
administration and finance. This
report states that the "average
administrative cost per pupil
for small districts less than

FRANKFORT,K Ky.—
Although the number of school
districts in Kentukcy has
declined from 206 to 189 in the
past ten years due to consolidation, progress "has not
been as rapid as in some
states," according to recent
studies.
Reports on the reorganization
of local school districts were
presented to the State Board of
Education at the June quarterly
meeting. Recommendations for
further" reorganization are
expected to come before the
Board from the Citizen's
Adivsory Council studying
school finance
Dr.
James
Peyton,

2,500 was significantly higher
than the state average."
The Board has requested a
report from the Department of
Education staff on action to
eliminate education facilities
which are "substandard" in
size or quality.
The Board also learned that a
proposal for date-aid an a 12month basis will be presented to
the legislature in the Mintnium
for
Program
Foudation
financing education
Presently, schools are
generally not paid for programs
beyond the regular school term
of 185 days and must charge
tuition for summer school
deputy superintendent Sam
Alexander reported
In the area of vocational
education, State Superintendent
Lyman Ginger reported that ten
vocational schools costing over

10 million dollars are under
construction and nine others
have been funded.
The State Board approved the
1973-74 state plan for vocational
education, which presented oneyear and five-year objectives as
well as amendments in the
administration of the bureau
resulting from reorganization olfw
the Department of Educationce,
Recommendations from thq,
State Advisory Council for
Vocational Education were also: r
presented to the Board and will
be considered at the next
quarterly meeting in September.
GUIDELINES ADOPTED
On June 16, 1972, the United
Nations Conference on Human Environment adopted 26
international environmental
guidelines.

Cellasel Palmer A. Peterson

Peterson Is New Official
Colonel Palmer A. Peterson,
Professor of Military Science at
Murray State University,
Murray, Kentucky, is the
Deputy Camp Commander for
the 1973 ROTC Basic Camp at
Fort Knox, Kentucky.
Colonel Peterson will monitor
the evaluation and instruction
portion of the six week training
period and assist the camp
commander on the ROTC
program in general.
In 1942, Colonel Peterson
entered the Army and was
commissioned in 1943. Subsequent assignments have
taken him to various posts and

cities throughout the United
States and Europe He served
as executive officer of the Ilth
Armored Cavalry Regiment in
Vietnam in 1966-1967
Colonel Peterson and his wife
Carol Joyce have three sons:
Paul D., a 1973 graduate from
the United States Military
Academy, West Point, N.Y.,
Scott, 19, a pre-med student at
Murray State, and Kurt, 16, a
sophomore at Murray High
School. They reside in Murray.
Colonel Peterson was named
Professor of Military Science at
Murray State in 1971.

Murray
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Do-It-Yourself T.V.
Becoming More Popular
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Firing Line
To Be Funded
This Summer
LEXINGTON, Ky.—The
Public
for
Corporation
Broadcasting has decided to
provide funds to continue the
production of William Buckley's
popular "Firing Line" during
the summer months.
The hour-long public affairs
program is carried state-wide
at 9 p.m. CDT each Sunday
Kentucky
over
evening
Education Television ( KET).
"Firing Line" was originally
scheduled to be replaced curing
the Summer season with repeat
"The Advocates" segments, but
the Corporation for Pbulic
CPB), the
Broadcasting
federal agency which provides
funds for the production of
public television programs,
decided in late May to channel
$240,000 to the program.
"We are pleased that we have
been able to shift come of our
limited funds to make this
possible," a CPB spokesman
said, stressing the agency's
policy of the greatest possible
support of meaningful public
affairs programs."
"Firing Line" is a production
of the Southern Educational
Communications Association
(SECA) in Charleston, S. C.
Earlier, the public television
licensees across the U. S. had
specifically asked CPB to take
the necessary action to enable
"Firing Line" to continue
through the Summer
Each Sunday evening, KET
will carry the interview
program which features conservative columnist and
philosopher William Buckley,
Jr. and a news-making guest.

to
"We see many advantages
By JERRY BUCK .
access to
true
public
the
Writer
Press
giving
Associated
medium for
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — a communications
the present
Lurking behind the murky title the first time. But
lend themreally
don't
budding
a
rules
is
of public access
access.
true
to
revolution in do-it-yourself tele- selves well
''The cable operators are revision on the cable systems.
We are liable for
Orto
sponsible.
City
From New York
the
lando, Fla., to Bakersfield, Ca- slander. We are ordered by
obscenities
lif., people are going into cable FCC not to allow
television studios to produce and at the same time ordered
their own shows or borrow not to censor.'
A housewife with four chilportable video equipment to
enand
s
dren, Verde Swaim, runs the
record documentarie
Bakersfield channel and mans
tertainment.
Controversies are already de- a storefront center. She holds
veloping over how free and weekly rap sessions on public
open it should be and how it access and teaches the amateur
should be funded. The Federal producers to operate the video
Communications Commission equipment.
Bresnan said he supports a
last year ordered that in the
top 100 markets the cable sys- proposal that public access be
tems should make one channel funded by a 2 per cent levy on
available free for public access. the gross revenues of the cable
Programs have ranged from systems.
The FCC permits a franchise
reasoned discussions of community issues to amateur musical tax by cities on cable systems
recitals to—on occasion—any- of between 3 and 5 per cent of
thing goes, including a graphic gross revenues. Bresnan said
demonstration of a folk remedy the public channels should be
for hemorrhoids.
supported by any excess over 3
William Bresnan, president of per cent, meaning that in some
TelePrompTer Corp. and out- cases the operators would pay
going chairman of the National the costs and in some instances
Cable Television Association the cities would.
which is meeting at the ConSaunas in Finland are often
vention Center here, said "Ac- built as separate cabins made of
cess creates a real paradox.
1•1
•0(d.

ODD CREATURE --Did you ever see a Carolina white catfish
swimming around,In Dallas, Texas, there is both a Carolina white

Flies One Of Biggest Nuisances on Dairy Farm

LEXINGTON,KY.—Flies are
one of the biggest nuisances to
be found on a dairy farm. These
creatures are annoying and
harmful to cattle and irritating
to the farm operator. They are
A Danish expedition recentalso responsible for bacterial
a
for
need
the
reported
ly
on of equipment
contaminati
Greenin
polar bear reserve
and milk which reduces milk
land to save the bear populaquality.
tion from extinction
Knowing a few facts about
The Danes, during a two.
where flies reproduce will make
month tour, observed 52
it easier for you to control flies
bears, caught 24, earmarked
them, took blood samples and
on your farm. That is pointed
extracted a tooth from each to
out by Ron Wendlandt, Exdetermine the bear's age
tension dairy specialist at the
University of Kentucky College
-HOT
USE ITCH-ME
of Agriculture.
TO STOP THAT ITCH!
Wendlandt days stable flies
Adis Ma • local aaostlbatic. Apply
(con-NOT
ITCH-ML
and hosue flies lay eggs in
tailatncig-atoppor•) for ocaaoaa.
ggi
sect loam., toe Itch. *Our •orfac•
materials. Stable flies
rashes. AM:leapt:lc Idlla gars.,•paHla rotting
healing. Il mot plonuod ia ii NOWT- especially prefer manure piles
ES. your MN back TODAY •1
and built up litters. House flies
Holland Drug Co

Polar bears need
Greenland reserve

will lay eggs in any rotting
material such as spilled feed
under feed trough, sotting
silage manure piles, wet straw
or garbage.
Proper sanitation can be a big
help in controlling these flies.
Wendlant says no amount of
chemicals will take the place of
well-cleaned surroundings in
controlling stable flies and
house flies. On farms where
these flies are a serious
problem, the dairyman should
look for the breeding areas and
then attempt to do a better job
of cleaning up this summer. It
may also be necessary to use fly
control chemicals.
Face flies and horn flies
reproduce in fresh droppings
and are usually a problem of
cows on pasture. They should

not be as much of a problem for
cows in confined housing. Face
flies and horn flies are hard to
control because it is impossible
to eliminate their breeding
grounds. In addition, many
dairymen do not see these flies
because they will leave the
cattle when they enter the barn.
Wendlandt says you should
observe cows on a clear day
when they are in the pasture to
see the extent of face fly and
horn fly infestation. These flies
with
be controlled
can
chemicals, says the UK
specialist.
The horse fly and deer fly are
semiaquatic and breed in wet or
swampy areas. There is not
much which can be done to
control their breeding grounds,
although draining or filling

See our colorful new collection
of wavernefaBrics
For draperies, slipcovers, bedspreads or
upholstery you can't do better than doing it
with Waverly. So many beautiful patterns,
colors and textures to choose from with color
coordinated solids, stripes, plaids, sheers
and casements.
FAMOUS FOR BEAUTY THAT LASTS
AND LASTS.
Waverly Fabrics don't just look pretty
they stay pretty even after countless
washings or cleanings. Scotchgare
protected too against soils and
stains. Come see them ...
and marvel at the modest
prices, too.

HANCOCK FABRICS
Cardinal Point Shopping Center
'11,••••••16.
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Fast Print Copy Center

catfish and the Dallas Aquarium, a combination which makes it posin
sible for the (..-df,si io look out while the visiting humans look

swampy areas will help reduce
fly numbers. The Dairymen
who have the most problems
with these flies have them cows
grazing near such ares.
relief
Two ways to provide
are to keep the cattle away from
these areas and to apply
chemical controls.
Wendlandt points out that
chemicals are effective in
controlling flies. However,

cannot afford to guess when
using chemicals. Your county
Extension agent has the new
recominsecticide
1973
mendations for dairy cattle.
They provide an excellent guide
for proper control of flies and
safe use of the chemicals.
Wendlandt emphasizes that it
Is very important to read the
label and follow directions
carefully when using fly control
chemicals.
because of low insecticide
tolerance levels dairymen

iF ,JRMERLY vALENTONE PRINTING)
INC.
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES,

WHILE -YOU -WAIT
PRINTING AND

ing•
"I'd go home crying at night,
it hurt so bad," he said.
His bitterness deepened with
the fanfare received by returning Vietnam POWs from America's public and press.
"It hurt me because they
didn't recognize me when I
came back. I feel left out because I didn't have the homecoming I was entitled to," he
said.
Ryan, a Dayton, Ky., native,
was captured in 1950 when his
49-man platoon was surrounded
by North Koreans. Held three
days ,without food, the Americans were lined up and shot in
a machine-gun execution when
American forces staged a
counterattack.
He was wounded in the right
side of his back and arm, but
his head fell under a buddy's
body. That saved him when the
North Koreans finished off the
survivors. Ryan and two others
lived through the massacre.
Ryan said the government
didn't provide him -compensation for seven years because he failed to appeal his
original disability rating in
time.
"They didn't tell me I was
entitled to disability or anything How in the hell can I appeal something I don't know
nothing about?" he asked.
He began receiving 50 per
cent disability benefits in 1958
and no* gets $270 a month.
Ryan said the Veteran's Administration won't boost his
rating because they contend his
nervous disability resulted from
the experience, not the wounds.
Two of his children work and
-my wife sells a little Avon,"
he said.
Ryan said those who gave
their live!) "gave the ultimate
.
sacrifice.
But, he said, "those who
come back disabled and have
to lie in those hospital beds,
More than 32 commercial
species 'of fish are harvested in
Chesapeake Bay. Maryland.

Camera Ready Copy Only.
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Former Prisoner Says He
Is A Forgotten Man
CINCINNATI, Ohio (AP) — they gave the supreme sactriFrederick M. Ryan, a prisoner n
of war from another era, says
he's a forgotten man.
Disabled and dejected, the 41year-old father of five says "I
love my country" but "I think
it let me down."
Wounds received as a captive
of the North Koreans have
bothered him to the extent that
he says he can't continue work-

1 TO 1,000 COPIES
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When You Think

HOME
-IMPROVEMENT
Think of Sears and get
Guaranteed
Installation
by Sears
Authorized
Installers!

Take the worry out of Home Improvement. For convenient one-stop shopping, from the purchase Of your
merchandise, to expert planning, to installation you
deal only with Sears and Sears-Authorized Installers.
Go easy on yourself. .. arrange for remodeling or
-modernizing jobs with Sears. . A Sears home improvement expert can estimate, help plan and provide
you with handy tips that will save you time and money!
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Let me give you Sears low catalog price on quality
materials and labor backed by Sears reputation for
complete satisfaction. Detailed planning and estimating as well as credit facilities are as near as tour
phone. All installation labor provided through sears
shall be performed in a neat, workmanlike manner in
accordance with generally accepted trade practices.
Further all installations shall adhere to all local laws,
codes, regulations and ordinances.
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INSTALLATION GUARANTEE

-Larry Lyles'
two's, Sol., lop/Homotmli
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If defects should appear in installation workmanship within one year of installation, Sears will,
upon notice from you, cause such defects to be
corrected at no additional cost.
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Policemen Remember Early Gambling Raid
FRANKFORT, Ky. — When
the Kentucky State Police
gather here on June 29 to
celebrate their 25th anniversary, odds are that some of
the talk will turn to the early
gambling raids in Northern
Kentucky.
Like the spring night in 1952
when a busload of troopers
crashed a then prominent
syndicate operated gambling
casino on the outskirts of
Covington.
Hank Messick, then an investigative reporter for the
"Louisville Courier-Journal,"
later wrote in his book, "Syndicate Wife," that some $20,000
worth of illegal gambling
equipment was seized during

that raid and burned. News
stories about the raid, he added,
"noted that there had been an
injunetion against gambling at
the club since 1938."
Sergeant (later state police
director) David A. Espie and
two troopers now working as
state
license
police
R.
examiners)—Campbell
Lockhart of Bowling Green
andJames E. McMullin of Richmond—were ordered into the
club as an advance undercover
detail. Their job was to collect
the evidence needed for a
search warrant.
The officers found the place to
be a very high-class joint.
Lockhart was stopped at the
door because he wasn't wearing

Summer Recreational
Program Planned, 1.13L

a necktie, but the management
offered every convenience for
its customers. An obliging hat
check girl rented him one.
Once inside, the three officers
sat at the huge, horseshoe
shaped bar for a while. Then,
noticing a steady flow of people
in and out through double doors
set in a lighted alcove opposite
them, they joined the parade
and strolled into a back room
where they found roulette,
chuck-a-luck, blackjack and

two crap tables.
the
On a balcony overlooking
elderly
room, they saw three
safes
men guarding two large
from
cash
surplus
into which
being
the tables below was
regularly deposited.
in
stared
Lockhart
one
fascination as he watched
thousand
man lose several
seconds
of
matter
a
dollars in
without batting an eye.
boy
"I was just a poor country
there
that
realize
and didn't

were people who had that much
money to lose," he recalled.
When the three men left the
club at 2:30 a.m., they had seen
more than enough. The next
morning, they briefed their
boss, Lt. James W. Hughes
(now a retired captain and
resident of FrankforD, and
plans for the raid were drawn
up.
Hughes elected Espie to get
the warrant but, as Messick
later wrote, a local magistrate,
"suffering from a bad case of
the jitters," finally agreed to
cooperate with the state police
wi in

only after a local attorney,
Andy Clark, promised to help
draw up the papers.
Warrant in hand, Espie and
the two troopers returned to the
club, this time to await the
arrival of the raiding party.
Lockhart remembered that
while they were waiting, a man
working one of the chuck-a-luck
tables recognized him and said
that if he told the manager who
Lockhart really was, there
would be trouble—"maybe a
shooting."
Luckily for the three officers,
the man kept quiet.
Meanwhile, outside the club,

the raiding party was having entrance."
He was staring at a uniformed
troubles of its own. As the
standing in the entrooper,
busload of troopers pulled into
a shotgun cradled in
with
the parking lot, an attendant trance
arms.
his
The
buzzer.
ran for a warning
Hughes hollered, "this is a
troopers grabbed him before he
that particular club's
reached it and broke into the raid," and
a gambling casino
as
days
casino.
over.
were
report
official
Espies
Eighteen persons were
described the raiding party's
that night, including
arrested
noticed
We
entrance this way:
representative
syndicate
one
the dealer's hands hesitate in
another club who was
mid-air and then begin to fall from
as Messick put it, "a
toward the money tray on the taking,
holiday." In the afbusman's
table. Then his hands went
number of other
a
termath,
suddenly straight up in the air
decided to move
men
syndicate
the
from
away
an he backed
for a while.
Beach
Miami
to
table, his eyes glued to the main
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Body
Shirts

Swim
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Sizes 7-14
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The three family cam- attracted over 15,000 visitors.
pgrounds in Land Between the
A day camp program has also
Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre been organized in Land Betnww
outdoor recreation area bet- ween the Lakes this summer to
present
ween Kentucky Lake and Lake give tours and
Reg. '9.97
Barkley, have a lot more to programs to various groups on
offer than well designed a reservation basis. Camp
Ladies
campsites and electrical Energy is also available for
ni
and
fun
offer
outlets. They also
groups ranging in size from four
entertainment through a to 400. Located on Energy lake,
summer recreational program a subimpoundment of lake
1•
Highway 641 MURRAY,K1.
at Hillman Ferry, Rushing Barkley, Camp Energy is ideal.
Creek, and Piney Cam- for any type group that plans .
a
for an extended stay in Land
pgrounds.
a
.
being
are
Evening programs
Between the Lakes. Groups
An assortment
presented four nights a week interested in staying at Camp
Anb-Gas
and other recreational ac- Energy or participating in the
JOSEPH
ST.
of gowns
Sizes 7-14
Infant Sizes
tivities are conducted during day camp program can make
•
daylight hours. The evening reservations or receive ad- •
entertainment features such ditional information by conReg. '2.10
programs as living history Civil tacting the recreation services
le
War demonstrations by per- office in Land Between the
2.95
—
200
each
— Bottle of
sonnel from Fort Donelson Lakes.
Park,
Military
National
Choice of 100 Tabletst
Reg. '1.09
* SPECIAL SELECTION *
musical shows by local groups,
or 12-oz. Liquid. w
movies
and
shows
slide
and
Sale
Sole, Your Choice
including wildlife and fishing
films and programs relevant to
TONI LEMON UP
Land Between the Lakes. The
Sizes 5-18
TVA staff will also present
a
.
Values to '9.00
special narrated slide programs
• SHAMPOO.. _
periodically. Such things as
11.
Reg.
"critter crawls," scavenger
hunts, sack races, horseshoes,
bottle.
every
in
lemon
whole
With the juice of 1
'1.50‘P
volleyball, singalongs, and
8
part
also
are
fishing contests
of the summer program. In
addition to the other activities,
an arts and crafts seminar is
TABLETS
conducted in the family camExtra dry anti-perspirant
UI
pgrounds from Wednesday
A high potency irorn
light powder
through Saturday, at 9:00 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m.
vitamin tonic.
Choice of regular or
with soft crepe soles
College recreation majors
—40 Tablets—
unscented.
stationed in the campgrounds
arrange and conduct the
Dr. Ilse H. Wolf
6-oz. can
Reg. $179
recreational programs. Most of
Sizes 5-10
Sizes 12'74-4
the evening campfire programs
I
Sale
'2.98
are held in the campground
assembly areas with starting
time at 8:30. The calendar for
daylight activities varies according to the nature of the
events. All program topics and
CYPRESS GARDEN
activities are posted on the
campground bulletin boards
Dr. use H. Wolf, of Lubbock,
and are available at most of the Texas, will be the instructor
—ACAPULCO—
information stations in Land for a three-week workshop
Between the Lakes.
entitled Home Economics 641,
Home
The campgrounds are not the Problems
in
only places where family en- Management, at Murray State
tertainment is available in Land University, June 18-July 6.
Between the Lakes. The enspecialist in home
A
vironmental Education Center management, Dr. Wolf retired
(EEC) is a favorite day-use in 1972 from the faculty of the
area that has everything from Department of Home and
BUDDY L.
20" PORTABLE
slide shows and displays to Family
Texas
of
Life
an Technological College in
wooded trails and
educational fm-m. One of the Lubbock. She has also served as
most popular summer events in department head and professor
at
the region is the annual Arts of
economics
home
v All Metal construction
and Crafts Festival that will be Oklahoma State University at
Zebco 202
held on June 23 and 24, near Stillwater.
v Guaranteed 5 yrs.
Center Station in the EEC. The
Dr. Alice Koenecke, chairv 2 Speed v UL Listed v American Made
Festival is sponsored by the man of the Department of Home
— Smoker - Bar-B-Q Grill —
year
last
and
Murray Art Guild
Economics at Murray State,
—Blades pitched to move the
said the home management
largest volume of air
PERSHING IN PARIS
workshop will meet from 8:30
Reg. '15.95
—Rotary switch and control knob
Gen. John J. Pershing and
a.m, to noon Monday through
Reg. '19.95
his headquarters staff arrived
Friday in Room N-304 of the
—No radio or T. V. interference
in Paris on June 13, 1917.
Applied Science Building.
Emphasizing that the course
—Lightweight
is open to graduate students
—Economical
only, she added that they may
register on the first day of the
workshop.
U
.
Dr. Wolf, who has taught
short courses and workshops in
Model 510 Lifetime
several colleges and universities, is also well-known for her
Portable
work in consumer education,
Tri-Pod
financial management, perI Bought My Fo•rn Through a
and
development,
sonal
IYA_PMAQ
Celebrate The 4th!!
curriculum development.
I Built My torn With Material
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Wolf To Be
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MSU Workshop
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MOCCASINS
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Clogs
$299
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TACKLE
BOXES
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I Bought My Tractor Through a
WAN1_Ag
My Family Lives Better Because I
Read and Buy Through the
WANT ADS

CALL
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753-1916
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The
Ledger & Times

m
Pm
Her background includes two •
stints of international service— II
during 1950 with the U.S.
Department of State in
me v Gets Hot
Munich, Germany, and during
1953 with the American ConI v Stays Hot
'
sultati General's Office in
Frankfurt, Germany. She has
also taught at the high school
level in Texas.
She earned the bachelor's
degree at Texas Tech and the
master of education, master of
arts and doctor of education
degrees at Columbia University.
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Reg. $33.97
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CAST IRON
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GRILL

Folding
Brazier

Fly The

AMERICAN FLAG
3x5 with Staff

$247
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Model 2303
Grill Master

CONFEDERATE FLAG
The South Will Rise Again!
3x5 with Staff $277
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Agents Harsher In Enforcement Of Regulations On Businessmen

PUT
TO WORK FOR YOU
Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
Withered
Listen to
_
C.ut
Singing v.:me
Heraldry
grafted
14 Anger
15 Hebrew letter
16 Quarrel
IS Metal
20 Physician
labbr I
22 Decorate
24 Olv10
27 Toils
29 Snare
31 Distress signal
32 Boredom
34 Lanz s pen
name
36 Prounoon
37 Be present
39 Motor
41 Sun god,
42 Heavenly body
44 Dispatches
45 Period ot time
47 is in dab(
49 Oceans
50 Changes color
of
52 Metal fastener
54 Latin cOnanc110(1
$5 Decay
57 Fail in dropil
59 Pronoun
61 Silkworm
63 Toward shelter
65 Cry of f3acchsnals .
87 Fish eggs
68 Rocky Sills
69 Fork prong

5
9
12
13
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Mirror 10 Y eelo“:14y $ Puule

2 Rudeneritio
3 Footba/lpos
lion latex I
4 Dawn goddess
5 Vital organ
6 All
7 Near
8 Soak
9 Son ot Zeus
10 Conjunction
I 1 Pronoun
17 L Kind measure
latOr
19 Exists
21 Depression
23 Masculine
25 8130
26 Evaluate
27 Was afraid of
28 Petitions
30 Metal fasteners
33 Preposition
35 Matures
1

4

3

2
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51
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56
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Fathers
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The merry month of May was
apparently not very merry for
the nation's independent
business firms as the Labor
Department agents turned
harsher in the enforcement of
the regulations that were drawn
up from the Occupational
Safety and Health law.

t l.s

37
41

-;ICS
.• •
,
i.• •
48

This is indicated by the
continuous field survey of the
National Federation of Independent Business which
shows that while the percentage
of respondents reporting and
inspection during May held to
the year long average of about 6
per cent per month, the increase in assessments levied
jumped 66 per cent over the first
quarter of the year.
On a national average 41 per
cent of the inspected enterprises were held in violation
of OSHA rules as drawn up by
the Labor Department, and 30
per cent were assessed. In the
first quarter wof the year 33 per
cent were found in violation, but
only 18 per cent were assessed.
The assessments include both
the fines levied and the cost of
complying with the on the spot
edicts of the Labor Department
agents.

r
6 i 162
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May was also a most wuneery
month for independent retailers
as the agents started apparently concentrating on this
segment of the business world.
The NFIB survey results
dam that independent retailers
found in violation incurred an

• FOR 5E-ONE 14)(40 HATES
60046 V CAMP, I SURE SPEND
A or OF TIME THERE... MAYSE
I WENT TO TI4E WRONG DOCTOR...

EVE(SUMAkEiZ HE PRA65 k4is
FAMILY OFF CW A FIVE-WEEK
CAMPINE TIZIP...14t5 SOLUTION FP!
EVERI/1141N6 15'6010 CAMP:
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average bill of $6,436, topping
independent wholesalers whose
average cost was 14,254,
manufacturers with an average
cost of $5,994, and service firms
with an average cost of $3,729.
Independent trasportation
firms were hit the hardest with
an average cost of $12,000
followed by construction firms
with $6,820.
The cost levied in May
against retail establishments is
a more than 300 per cent increase over the first quarter of
the year. Many minor tiems go
into these assessments, such as
failure to have an OSHA poster
on display, not providing
separate toilet facilities for men
and women in the very smallest
storls, not having coat hook in
the'- toilets, or having stair
ralings that are not the
prescribed 34 inches off the
steps.
Independent business people,
faced with the regulations that
have been issued, and are
continually being issued by the
Labor Department under the
Occupational Safety and Health
act are more and more reaching
a viewpoint that in back of
many regualtions there is a
hidden profit motive with some
segments of the economy
seeking to reap dividends out of
the regulations.
A Massachusetts manufacturer expresses this opinion
quite bluntly saying, "In the
lighting field there is pressure
for OSHA to adopt ANSI
I KNOW iLMAI'LL HAPPEN -TO ME..
T
Aekt4EN
U5
1i
I 6E700 ENOUGH
I WON'T 1-1AVE TO GO
ANY MORE, I'LL GET DRAFTED
INTO THE INFANTRie:

BLONDIE
00-I, GEE --I
HAVE ANY
STAMPS

and
enforce
minimum light levels contained
therein. The ANSI standards
are largely written by the IES
which is primarily supported
end directed by the large power
and light companies along with
fixture and lamp manufactureres. Thus their promotional
efforts are now being adopted
and given force of law when in
fact they may be unnecessary
or irrelevant to safety. To the
extent this same procedure of
adopting and legalizing standards which are primarily
promotional gimmicks of
various industries-heating and
ventdaing, plumbing,et ceta)ra OSHA is building into the
American economy extra costs
which will contribute to further
depreciation of the dollar and
America's power to compete.
Safety is one thing; overprotection may prove to be a
dangerous something else."
A Texas newspaper publisher
even goes further, alleging that
the enforcement of OSHA is
accompanied by fraud and
conspiracy saying, "We hope
such organizations as NFIB
aren't too late with too little to
offset the horrifying damages
being afflicted by uniondominated Washington and
cooperation
conglomerate
against one of the nation's few
remainging domains of integrity, patriotism and enterprise - the small and
medium sized businesses of the
nation. The OSHA's should be
answered by court action and
Indictments where fraud and
conspiracy are shown.'

standards

Iowa
The owner of an
hardware store says, "I would
like to urge the Federation to
continue to work hard to
alleviate the situation we are in
concerning the OSHA law. More
than that, however, I think the
law as it now stands is too
impractical even for large
businesses to follow. The
writing of the regulations
should be changed, even more
than who they should include."
An Illinois metal fabricator
It is my recomreports,
mendation that small companies(5 or less emp/oyees) be

Senator Marlow Cook has
asked the U.S. Occupational
Safety
and
Health
Administration to conduct public
meetings in western Kentucky
on its temporary emergency
regulations for using certain
pesticides on tobacco.
Senator Cook, by letter June
7, to John H. &ender, assistant
Secretary of Labor for occupational safety and health,
also questioned OSHA's handling and timing of the matter,
stating that he had received
many complaints from Kentucky about the rules governing
exposure to organophosphorous
pesticides.
Those regulations, announced
by OSHA May 1, are to go into
effect June 18
Cook noted that informational
meetings had been requested
and will be held later this month
at Mt. Sterling and West
Liberty. He asked Stender
whether it would "be possible
to let the farmers on the other
side of the state have access to
the same kind of forum.
The Senator specifically
suggested Paducah, Owensboro
or Bowling Green, as sites for
such meetings.
,
Cook went on in his letter to
question even the need for such
rules and for their being announced under emergency
provisions which prevent
farmers and other interested
parties from having imput

Satisfied??

THE PHANTOM
HE SCARED EASY - - HE
FORGOT HE WANTED TO
TALK TO THE CHIEF -F-CRGOT
FAST

THE F'01.ICE CHIEF -- klr5 BUSY
ALL RIGHT-- BUSY
W TH THAT BOTTLE
- P557-Are you satisfied to sit on the bank and watch the crystal
clear spray turn into a rainbow from someone elses boat?
Or maybe you just don't care for lake and the various
water sports. If so, it would be foolish for you to invest in a
boat and equipment, but if you do like the good, clean,
restful recreation that can be had on Ky's wonderful
lakes—then you should check with us and see what we
CV 16 Outboard. Super styling and super performance sum up the Glastron- have to offer—we'll even give you a ride on the water in a
Carlson CV 16. its one of the most preferred boats by any race boat and ski boat of your choice. We'll do our very best to see that you
enthusiast Plush appointments include GT emblem, sweptback wraparound are properly equipped and then that you get the very Best
plexiglass windshield, wraparound deep foam back to-back bucket seats, service.
pleated coaming, deep side pockets, padded oast", easy view instrument
Perhaps better than anything you have had before—we
panel, burlwood vinyl trim, simulated woodgrain sport wheel. Again, superb
meta Make Carlson craftsmanship with cool polypropylene cut pile carpet-and specialize in the Big, Plush, roomy, stable, luxurious
Harris Flote-Bote Pontoons (They are so nice and pull
a wealth of standard features! Takes power to 120.
several skiers too), but we have many other type boats—
Medium powered family run-abouts, Hi performance Hot
3.'
34
Depth
Width
Transom
76I.",
"
2
78!
16'
Beam
,
Line
5,
Center
Length
ski-boats, 60 M.P.H. Marlin Berkley Jets with 455 Olds
Color Meta If lake Blue and metalflake Apricot with White
engines. We have a wide selection for you to choose from.
Certainly one to please every one—Stern drives 140 H.P.
and 165
We have the know-how to put the right combination
together and we have very low overhead to offer you
fabulous savings on your new rig. Why don't you check us
out and see what we can do for you.

BEATLE BAILEY
x
MAY
5)4CULDN'T CALL
HIM 'WHITE`r."
IT COULD BE
INFLAMMAToszy

businessman has not defense
against these people other than
spending much time and many
dollars to get a hearing in a
district court. To the small
businessman OSHA is almost an
impossiblity to live with
beacuse the law is written so as
to take an attorney to interpret
it and even the attorneys are not
sure in some instances what
would be necessary for the
businessman to come into
compliance. We feel that appropriate legislation should be
the
give
to
enacted
businessman the right to call for
inspections for compliance
without penalites and, after
these inspections, be given a
reasonable length of time to
come into compliance with law;
thus the businessman will be
he
before they become effective. able to find out in what areas
He said Kentucky itself three is not in compliance and come
years ago prohibited tobacco into compliance without having
growers from using the DDT to go through court to get inthe juctive relief."
which
pesticide
While undoubtly some of the
organophosphorous compounds
are intended to replace. Also, stories circulating concerning
by the the alleged gestapo tactics of
regulations issued
Agricultural Stabilization and Labor Department safety and
are
inspectors
Conservation Service effective health
for the 1970 crop stated that any magnified, there apprears to be
tobacco containing residue of enough substance to create fear
DDT would not be eligible for in the independent business
community.
Price supports.
Thus, growers of the leaf• A Washington state jeweler
already had switched to sub- comments, "I would like to
stitute pesticides and were know more about the Ocusing them safely long before cupational Safety and Health
DDT was banned nationwide Act. We have heard some weird
stories of fines being levied for
last Dec. 31, he charged.
Cook stated that after DDT oddball infractions of the act."
was outlawed, Kentucky was
one of 14 target states involved
in
the
Environmental
Protection Agency's program to
instruct farmers in the safe and
proper use of substitute
that
Under
pesticides.
program, "Project Safeguard,"
the
Commonwealth, was
granted $3,825 to help educate
growers of the soybeans,
peanuts, and cotton which EPA
at that time said were the crops
of concern.
"I now discover that six
months latter OSHA has issued
temporary emergency
regulations which do not apply
at all to the crops mentioned
Take stodc in America.
above, but to tobacco," Cook
Buy US.Savings Bonds.
said,

legislation which empowers the
penalties set up under OSHA is
the worst piece of legislation
that was ever written, because
penalties may be imposed
against the businessmen
without a hearing or prior
warning. Inspectors have full
right to come onto a
businessman's premises, make
an inspection and levy fines
without even a trial or a hearing
to establish the businessman's
A partner in a Colorado CPA guilt, whether it be intentional
firm says, "We feel that the or just an oversight. The

exempt form OSHA regulations
due to the fact that most of us
can not totally meet the
requirements and when inspected will then be forced to
lay off our employees and
perform what work we, as
owner's, can handle. My
margin of profit at the present
time does not allow for a lot of
renovations in my equipment

"MONK iE"
Otir 114i5
14.-A FRIENDLY
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TOGETHERNESS
A feeling of togetherness. You, your Harris Flote-Bote, a relaxing day
as the moment Of
and evening on the water. Experience a mood as quiet
it to be. Explore a world of total en.
as wild and exciting as you wantlimits
of your imagination. A gentty—
joyment bounded only by the
drifting retreat, cruising cabaret or a chariot racing across the water to
yet so much more is waiting for
and
this
of
All
waves.
the
of
rhythm
the
Skiing, fishing,
you onboard the spacious deck of a Harris Flote-Bote
partying.
diving, swimming,

(4110A, .
nt((((trti

NANCY
BANG --YOU'RE
DEAD

Imagination and spacious elegance combined with gu,et power
highlights the 28 foot Harris Model 1780 Stern Drive/ Flote Bote for '73
Deceptively quiet on the go, this is the pride of the entire Harris fine
fleet. Featuring aluminum pontoons, the Model 1780 S D1 captures all
Of the finest Harris features in one unique package of beauty and
durability. 28 feet of roomy comfort, topped with a 13 foot canopy,
provides the ultimate in pleasure afloat. Responsive to tbe touch, it only
awaits your command to dig in its heels to perform the most difficult
task with ease and grace From pulling multiple skiers to just gliding
along with a host of friends. the Harris Model 1780 Stern Drivel F
Bote is the perfect choice
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IA' ABNER
-TO ADMIT
STUDENTS
Nis./HO

CAN
READ?

rimm— rr
STARTS'EM
OFF WIF A
TERRIBLE
HANDICAP--

Popular Brands that we carry: Arrow Glass, Glastron, Marlin, Harris Flote Bote Pontoons,
Ski Barge,Shore Land're trailers. We use Evinrude, Johnson,and Mercury outboards, OMC
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Concern Expressed Over Inability
To Interpret Business Data Well
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst

that must be relied upon if we
are to understand the corporate
world.
The problem is best illustrated by the ordinary investor
who attempts to wade through
a typical annual report,
through the agate type, the as-

terisks, the exceptions, the
notes, the breakdown by division....
Most people don't bother to
look beyond the highlights section, the president's report and
the statistical summary, realizing that, without an accounting
degree, it is impossible. They
leave it to the experts.
And so, to a great degree,
what appears to be a form of
communication and which in
fact serves the legal interpretation of it, communicates
little at all.
Now we have considerable
evidence that the experts also
are confounded by the job of
accurately obtaining a reading
of a company's activities, especially a huge company, and
particularly a conglomerate.
The most dramatic and publicized example in recent months
was the Equity Funding Life
Insurance collapse, in which
authorities charge that phony
insurance policies were created
to pose as assets, fooling public
auditors, analysts and investors.
But there have been many
other cases of confusion, some
of them even involving a company's officers. How does the
president of a billion dollar corporation with hundreds of units
keep himself informed? It's difficult.
Litton Industries, which publishes books, builds ships,
makes medical products and
serves foods from plants situated in 79 cities in 25 states,
used to brag about its internal
communications system that
was supposed to signal the central office in advance of any financial problems, But that system was shown fallible when
earnings unexpectedly fell, surprising even the president.
And now the New York Stock
Exchange has been caught
completely offguard in the collapse of Weis Securities, Inc.,
which exchange officials, based
on the data available, believed
to be financially sound.
The exchange firmly believed
that its early warning system,
which followed the surprise collapse of other brokerage firm
members, would insure it
against further shocks, But the
data forwarded to the exchange
appears to have been doctored.
The solution to the information problem, if there is one,
doemft lie in producing mimes
of data; that is too easily accomplished in this age of electronic computers and probably
contributes to, rather than alleviates, the problem.
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blacktop road,two miles from the Quality home with all
lawns to mow. Experience
•Papering
color.
Superior Exterminating Com- homes or part commercial usage.
your
pick
and
now
commercial. Free estimate inBuy
753work guarantee to please.
J22C lake. $6500.00. Phone
TFC Phone owner,753-0774.
pany, 753-7266.
J21C
cludes starting and completion
J21P Phone 753-3903.
•Painting
7448.
753-4470 or
Ward
Neil
Call
dates,and complete description
753-4421.
•lanelling
FOR SALE OR RENT
of materials to be used. You will
BY OWNER,two bedroom house, LARGE THREE bedroom brick
Stop
prices.
and
quality
our
KENIANA SHORES-Largt living room, dining room, kitlike
-iCeIlin2 Tile
house; well built. Ideal location
watin' call Clayton at 437-4790 or WINDOW
WASHING. Ex- MODERN 12' wide mobile home, wooded lots for sale-as little at chen, basement, garage, air near university, high school and
Complete dome
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
per
July 10P perienced. Very reasonable $2950.00, or rent for $75.00
$895 with $10 down & $10 per conditioned. Clean inside and out.
437-4712.
elementary school. Central hat
Electric. Complete pimp repair
Remodeling
prices. Phone 767-2352, Mr. month. Phone 753.4333 or 753- month-central water-lake access- Phone 753-3779.
J21P and air, two baths, large lot, lots
old
your
service. Let us check
J22C
7671
all weather streets. From New
FREE .ESTIMATE
J21C
R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality Thompson.
of closets and built-ins. Must see
pump for you before you buy a
Concord drive North East on 444
Business andS.
guaranteed.
work
Phone 753emergency
hton
-Houg
hour
M
B
iew one. 24
BY OWNER in Gatesborough: to appreciate.
residential. Free estimates. k
J21C
NICE MOBILE homes. Phone five miles and follow Keniana
5623.
on
home
bath
24
For
Service. Phone 753-5543. July I4C
bedroom,
/534h6
four
July 25C
J23C signs to office.
Phone day or night Mayfield 247753-1551.
large
foyer,
entry
Baton
lot,
spacious
Lessons
TFC
LARGE WATERFRONT lake
SERVICE-D7E 7201.
DOZER
Call
BY OWNER: spacious house living-dining room, large den or
FOR ALL' your additions- caterpiller, hydraulic power,
lots with wooded area, in Blood
great
fireplace,
Kay
with
room
rec.
Beaman
with large swimming pool in
remodeling, residential or
River Subdivision. Phone 436-2427
WILL DO trash and brush
492Stewart
shift.
YOR
Ralph
ESTATE
double
(
REAL
built-ins
all
or
492-8703
SALE
with
kitchen
436-5412
beautifully landscaped rock
commercial. New or old. Free
J21C
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
after 8:00p.m.
J22C
8491.
TFC
garden and privacy; win- self cleaning ovens), breakfast
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
753-6130.
HOUSE AND lot in Almo, or will tergarden ; large family room nook with view. Completely
rent for $80.00 per month. Phone with fireplace; living room, three carpeted, custom drapes, central ON KENTUCKY lake; four large
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service. JOHN'S REPAIR Service
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
bedrooms, 2 baths, large kitchen
J27C bedrooms, 2
753-5472.
and
TFC
-roofing
baths; fully heat and air, large utility room,
-electrical
642-6551.
Plumbing
Phone Paris,
and living area, breakfast bar,
with
0
..
garage
car
two
....
paneled
....
or
•...
days
••••
equipped Tappan kitchen;
carpentry. Phone 753-5897
on fireplace, central heat and air,
COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water, central air and heat. Call 753-8052 electric eye. Built
TFC
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank 753-7625 nights.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: An excellent business
and boat dock, large patio. May be
cabinets
Closets,
patio.
High
Extra
and
fireplugs.
large.
for
after
7:00
app.m.
TFC
753-7850.
installation. Phone
specializing in the sportinan's every need. This business is
purchased furnished. Phone 436dry after rains. $3500.00. Phone pointment.
J26C storage galore. Phone 753H & L SUPERIOR Car Wash and
located on Highway 80 between Mayfield and Ky. Lake,
J27C
5574.
J26C
8965.
June
3ONC
Sam
Harris 753-8061.
Wax. Will immaculately clean
formerly known as, West Ky. Minnow Hatchery. Listing
car.
per
$10.00
Gout,
and
CLEAININ
inside
CARPET
includes furniture and fixtures, gas pumps, grease rack,
MAD:400:XIIIK AUK >OW 4110CYAW >Mc AO:ANK
J21C
Professional. Commercial or phone 753.5387.
store building with 2 bedroom apartment upstairs and gun
residential at reasonable prices.
display room. The house is a 3 bedroom with large
Free estimate. Will furnish BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
recreation room, property is in good condition. The lot size
references. Phone Handyman, also bank gravel, fill dirt and * is 3 acres with 10 minnow-holding ponds. For a quick sale A
June 29C topsoil. Phone Hardin, 364-8138.
753-5827
the owner is willing to sacrifice. CALL 527-2131 NOW!
Nobody Knows Murray and Calloway County Like
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m. TFC v
*GIVE US A CALL-For your home or lot on Kentucky
NEED TO quit smoking? Relieve
PROFESSIONALLY
CARPETS
your
paint
Lake.
us
your tensions, have
Phone Carpet
house. Very reasonable. Phone steam cleaned.
'TFC
J26C I Mister 480-2504.
753-9700.
. Morgan, Trevathan, Gunn, Inc.
. 108 E. 12th St.
TEFtmrrE and Pest
FOR YOUR building needs- ICELLY'S
Benton, Kentucky 42025
Phone 753-4342
South
100
753-3914
phone
Control,
remodeling additions, new or old,
Phones: (5021 527-2131, 527-2141, and 527-9224.
*
you
13th Street, "Every day
large or small jobs. Call 753Our Murray No. is 753-6434.
July 25C dela lets bugs have their
7955.
••••N•••••N•
TFC •N•
way."
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Edna Knight,
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

PAINTING-INTERIOR, exterior, and sheet rock finishing.
All work guaranteed. For free
estimates phone Sammie Atkins
Painting & Decorating 437July 20C
4534.
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LOOKING AHEAD!!

TUCKER REALTORS
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

•1
$:

NEW LISTINGS!! Since last week ROBERTS REALTY has listed the following
OUTSTANDING BUYS:
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JUST OUTSIDE TOWN-A spacious three bedroom brick.
Has extra large living room, with fireplace, formal DINING
ROOM, den big kitchen, utility room, outside storage
7:11:i building, extra large master bedroom. This one has a big,
shady lot and enormous patio. Also.has central heat, and is
fully carpeted. All of it for only $22,750
HERE'S ANOTHER ONE-A real sharp three bedroom
brick house. Has family room, extra nice ceramic bath, good
sized living room, Electric baseboard heat, air conditioner,
utility room, kitchen with built-in range. outside storage and
carport. Larger than average lot.

So if you are thinking of selling, now's the time to call Roberts Realty and let us help you.
A short word about these. If interested call and we'll tell you more!
:
11
HOW ABOUT this little bit of income property. A good :
building which now houses a restaurant. Can be bought for s
$1t.
only $9,500.
73E
:
AN APARTMENT HOUSE with 5 furnished and rented
apartments. An excellent buy for only $27,500.
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GET AWAY FROM IT ALL! on this 30 acre tree farm near
Kentucky Lake. Build your own place, watch your own birds
Do your thing! It is only $8,500.00.
40 ACRES - 30 tillable no buildings, just land. Just a short
ilistatice west of Lynn Grove. And it is only $11.00C
SMALL TRACTS

SOUTH OF TRI --CITY, 3 acres that are professionally
landscaped. Blacktop highway frontage. $3,900.00.

FOR THE NEWLY MARRIED or retired on limited income.
North 16th off 121, small house with large 99 x 429 lot. Appliance's in kitchen stay, for the price of $11,750.00.

2 ACRES-NICELY LANDSCAPED and ideal for building site
-mobile home. Enough room for a pony, 112 miles south of
ox
Coldwater on Hwy. 1836. Priced to sell $11,950.

HAVE A NICE FOREVER on Holiday Drive - Brand new
and ready for you. This 3 bedroom,2 bath home was designed
for those seeking luxury without a lavish price in an area
that's really nice. Loads of extra's such as carpeting, great
kitchen, patio 2 car garage and plenty of nice neighbors that
love where they live

17 ACRES ON OLD 641 North right across from WNBS Radio
tower. All tillable arnijust outside the city limits. $16,000.00.

ill

The cares of the Work-a-day world in this 3
ESCAPE
bedroom brick home located in the Harris Grove community.
Immediate occupancy.
CONTENTMENT FOR SAI.E! This homey, restful - home
you are
in Highland Oaks. 3 Bedrooms and is well kept. If
looking for real country pleasure this is it.

WHEN IT COMES TO REM. ESTATE
ini

4t.3,
:
A
•Ite: -

at 12th &
Sycamore

A

Ray Roberts 753-5583

',41*
•10;

C

Hoyt Roberts 753-3924 ::;

Lela Reeid 753-6086

THE ANSWER FOR THE HOT SUMMER DAYS ahead is to
buy this lovely large 3 bedroom ranch with 2 stall garage with
the fresh country air. Located in Stella. this home is fully
carpeted, has a fabulous family room, separate game room,
fireplace. and enclosed patio. Cannot be replaced for the
asking price for $35,000. Call now for an appointment.

yaw visewswe view haw venally vox wiscosax

LAKE

"•`"

SKIING - BOATING - Fishing - Relaxing - Sunning - Do it all
at Kentucky take and enjoy this beautiful A-Frame cabin at
Panorama Shores, too it's ideal for a summer retreat. The
cabin is on a large wooded lot with an exceptional view of the
lake. Thre is also a large deck patio for sunning or cookouts.
Possession now. Price - $15,000.
BUILD YOUR OWN CABIN OR HOME - on this choice lot in
Lakeway Shores. You will have a terrific view from a
beautiful, wooded,likefront lot that will give you many years
of pleasure:-It is only $7,800.
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04:DALE:, Farmer, North 17th street. Kingswood,-Sherwood Forest, Tr -City, Stella, Lakeway Shores - Kentucky
Lake development corporation, Coldwater. Pine Bluff 0
Shores, and Panorama
Nis< New .seac awe%
MIIIKAIIIK5411KAMMOIN
WO(AMR Alik )410()4111k

MODEST PRICE BUT COMFORTABLE living on Irvan
large den, 2 spacious bedrooms, kitchen, livingromn with
shag carpet all for $12,250.00. Call for an appointment today

DUE T
openink
Public
Box 112
42420.

FARMS

43'2 ACRES on Whiskey Ridge.

SEE

*

LOOKING FOR AN INVESTMENT FOR TAX PURPOSES?
Invest $43,000 in furnished apartments. Build equity, deduct
good depreciation, spend $585.00 from rental per month.
Located in the heart of Murray's busy area and completely
rented for the fall of '73.

8,-2 ACRES JUST SOUTH OF West Fork Church near Stella.
Ideal for a country home and garden and a horse. Only
$9,100.00.

11 ACRES NEAR WATERSHED LAKE.

WANT1
Apply
9785.

INCOME PRODUCING

Home in Gatesboro in excellent condition. Fully carpeted
including kitchen and both baths. Large living room with
fireplace and formal dining room with built in china cabinet.
Three bedrooms offer private master suite, double car
garage with electirc door opener and great patio! By appointment only!

Member of Multiple Listing *

T. C. Collie 753-5122

COUNTRY HOME IN TRI CITY on corner lot. Excellent
location for small business with living area combined. Can be
yours for only $9,900.00.

:•It•
70 ACRE farm with an older house in need of inexpensive 14
repairs.

PICK UP THE PHONE & CAI.I. ROBERTS REALTY or
BETTER YET COME BY-OUR NICE CONVENIENT OFEWE AT 12th & SYCAMORE and we'll tell you all about our
ii,tiw.;s and we'll be real glad to help you sell your property.

753-1651

THE GARDEN IS ALREADY PLANTED at this charming
country home at Cherry Corner. Just the right place for a
retiring couple who want a small place Home has been
completely redecorated and it is tip-top shape. Only $10,700
Don't hesitate-this won't last long!

FIVE ACRES ON 641 North at Coles Camp Crossing. Check
the price on this one, _

Buying - Selling - Appraising - Managing

41.
1x1 Office Phone
;

DON'T BUY A HOUSE-BUY A HOUSE and a rental house
payments on the
that's rented. Let this help make your
large 4 bedroom home beside it. Extra nice kitchen, all
conveniences and shag carpet galore in the den. Check this
out at $25,500.00.
DEXTER HOME in excellent condition perfect for the couple
wanting in the country, with conviences of the city. See it to
appreciate only $16,500.00.
WAIT WATCHER-End the waiting' Buy this excellent
rental property at 1700 Miller. Rooms galore - up and down
kitchen - living room. Excellent condition.

SMALL,COZY AND COMFORTABLE in the Tri City area, 2
bedroom home perfect for the retired couple wanting a
country atmosphere. Nice lot with plenty of shade.

k

20 ACRES WITH LIVABLE HOUSE on 641 N
:41!: TWO REAL GOOD BUSINESS BUIIITINGS ON THE
§E COURT SQUARE PRICE IS RIGHT ON BOTH

LET HER CALL YOU SWEETHEART when you take her to
see this delightful home at 206 North 13th Street. Ideal
location for university professor. It has 3 bedrooms, two
baths and fireplace. A high quality home, only $26,800. Just
call and we'll show you your new home!

2 ACRES IN COUNTY on black top road. Small house with
nice kitchen and bath. Interior has been reworked. Come by
to see this for only $8,000.

31 1-2 ACRES near the LAKE.
▪

ONE MAN'S DREAM-It can be your reality. This three
l,
bedroom ranch has extra large lot (1 acres( of the most
carpeted living
baths,
1
dogwoods.
of
lots
beautiful trees,
and dining room, 2 car garage with lots of storage. Low 30's.
Owner transferred.

OLD SHOES AND RICE IN YOUR FUTURE? After the
honeymoon, you'll love to come home to this pretty 3
bedroom house with the roomy back yard, $17,500.00.

That's our New Ones and we've still got lots more, and we need even more good listings -

SOMEBODY needs this BEAUTIFUL VIEW OF KENTUCKY LAKE. Thrown in with the view is a double lot, three
bedroom house, and lots of furniture. It is a bargain for only
$22,500.

7 ACRES-TWO HOUSES, barn, garage apartment, all in
city limits, zoned for business Excellent for business or
gentleman farmer wanting close to town. Call for more information and appointment immediately.

THIS COULD BE JUST WHAT THE DCX:TOR ORDEREDto shops,
Get plenty of exercise walking to town. Convenient
at 112
Located
facilities.
medical
and
store
groceries, drug
North 7th Street. Excellend condition.

SIX ACRES with a brick house. Real good stock barn, other
storage house. Garage, utility room, kitchen with exhaust
fan, dining room, good sized living room, bath & two
bedrooms

LIVE FREE in this three bedroom brick house with central
heat and air, two baths, built-in appliances, carpeting
throughout, drapes, and much more, plus five rooms in the
basement with an income of over $225 per month. It is all
extra, extra nice.

HOUSE,FURNITURE AND LAND,all in one easy package.
$6,900.00 will buy completely furnished three bedroom,
12'x60' mobile home, set up and skirted on a lovely 100'x200'
lot. Large storage building out back.

DON'T LET YOUR WIFE SEE THIS ! ! or you'll be
the proud owner of this ranch in Sherwood Forest. All the
extras. Dishwasher, built-in range, even a compactor.
Reduced to $30,000.00 including an extra lot.

LAKEFRONT ON MAIN SECTION OF KENTUCKY
LAKE. This compact house has with it a nice shady lot with
over 240 ft. of lake frontage and nearly an acre lot in all. The
house is nice with''a kitchen, living room, bedrooms, large
screened in porch overlooking the lake. Lots of privacy and
fully furnished.

753-1607 0W
753-7638 #

HOMES

HOMES

Now you can One of
CAN'T AFFORD CANTERBURY
the most beautiful streets in this park area. There's an impeccable 5 bedroom, 3 baths, 2 story contemporary, ideal
for the large family, handsomely carpeted. Appointment
only

A NEATO for only $10,950. This two bedroom house has
aluminum siding, storm doors and windows, lots of storage
space, dining room, living room, and gas heat. Just right for
the small family, and within walking distance of shopping
centers dt schools.

TRI-LEVEL with everything you could want in a house. All
appliances built-in, central heat and air, carpeted throughout
two baths, covered patio, large outside storage building and
lots more extras. A real good buy. '

Pat Mobley,

Sales Consultants-Home Phone
Ron Talent
753-4910
C. Bailey Hendricks
753-895F
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CARD OF THANKS

OLDSMOBILE 88-1968, power
FORD GALAXIE 500-1965, two
steering and brakes. Excellent door hardtop. Also 1963 Chevrolet
condition. Phone 753-8718. J21P convertible. Phone 753-8780 after
5:00p.m.
J21C
OLDSMOBILE-1970, Delta 88,
with power steering, brakes and
MGB-GT-1968. New tires. Less
air. One owner. Phone 753J21C than 43,000 actual miles. Overall
7736.
excellent condition. Phone 753J25P
VOLKSWAGEN SQUAREBACK 8777 after 8:00 p.m.
WANT TO BUY
1969, new engine. In good
WANT TO BUY used furniture, condition. Approximately :i0 mpg
NOTICE
any, condition no appliances. on open road. Phone 4929J25P
July 23C 8744.
Phone 753-8378.

The wife and family of Mr.
Clarence Span would like to
express their deepest appreciation to all their friends for
all the kindnesses shown to us
during the loss of our loved
1TP
one.

When misfortune is
hounding you, it's
good to imow MFA
Insurance is there to
help.

RONNIE ROSS
• * •
p

210 E. Main
4,a4,753-0489

•••

OSBORNE PAINT
CONTRACTING
* REASONABLE RATES
* FREE ESTIMATES

WANTED: General Office
Worker. Typing (60 WPM
minimum), filing, and doubleentry bookkeeping. Send complete resume to P.O. Box 32-L. An
equal opportunity employer. J21C

FOR SALE

SAVE Now with us
THE YOUTH SHOP

: es

TWO AKC registered German
shepherd puppies, 8 weeks old.• *
J22C
Phone 753-8351.

.•

i‘to

504 Main Street
(Behind Peoples Bank)

•
•n
°lee

•
5
L"Pt
•

•
:
•

'Pr

SALE

CARPORT SALE at 1002 Glen-: •
dale Road, Friday and Saturday, 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Good
clothing of all kinds Jr. girl's,
size 5 through 9 and boys size 12
J22C
through 16.
BOY'S BICYCLE 20" Western
with banana seat. Also has
14' RUNABOUT with 40 H.P. Flyer
good shape.
speedometer.
Evinrude motor, also boat
J23P
Phone 753-4528.
J22C
489-2604.
trailer. Phone

•
•

THIS OFFICE IS
DAILY CHECKED
FOR BUGS

G.E. REFRIGERATOR, 10 years
old, perfect condition $100 00 o
best offer. 1613 Sunset, phone 753J27C
7129.

2
/
FEMALE BOXER bulldog, 11
years old, spayed, all shots. Excellent guard 'og and good with
J23C
children. Phone 436-2383.
PONY SADDLE, good condition,
almost new. Phone 753-4430. ITC

FEMALE DACHSHUND, nine
weeks old, black and tan. Phone
4-1.1
J23C
or 527-8626
753-09'36
12'x60',
973,
MOBILE HOME-1
14' RICHLINE boat with 18 H.P.
•1973 Uno. ise.n.
all electric, storm windows,
20," $12.00
Evinrude motor and nice trailer.
double insulated, furnished, like TWO GIRL'S bicycles,
J22C
Good
Phone 435-4981.
seats.
Banana
each.
one
Also
new, underpenned.
portable
NOTICE
NOTICE
trailer space for rent, $25.00 c„ndition. Also one
AUTOMATIC WASHER, Hot$10.00. Phone 753month on private shady lot. electric organ,
new.
like
white,
point,
J23C
8380.
p.m.
00
5
after
Phone 753-0113
Reasonably priced. Phone 753- J27P
J26P
8154.
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
HOUSE TRAILER-1971, 45':12'. Mayfield, Kentucky, on the
3500 GALLON concrete water Two bedrooms, carpeted, living Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
• For the convenience of the Citizens of Murray
J22P
tank. Phone 436-3248.
room, kitchen, bath. Focipation pickup camper, toppers. We also
•
...
and Calloway County
rent campers by the week or
goes with trailer. Phone 7,8:
ANTIQUE BUFFET; chest 0662.
J23C weekend Call 247-8187 or 489freezer and recliner chair. Phone
J23C
Will Be From
J22C
•753-5801.
BEGALE HOUNDS and six week
VA LOANS, no down payment for
•
7
old beagle pups. Phone 753COLOR TELEVISION, antenna
J23P qualified veteran. 12 years to
and rotor. Phone 492-8844. J22C
pay. Drive on out almost to
ELECTRIC RANGE, white, 40", Clarks River Bridge on Eteltline.
•••••••••••••••••••••
GARAGE SALE, Saturday, 8:00 Hotpoint. Large oven with see Bank financing on spot. Bill's
a.m., 524 Shady Lane, off West through door and storage drawer Mobile Homes, 3900 South
REGISTER FOR free fabric to Story. Goodies from Cape God, beneath. Light backguard with Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky.
If You
be given away each week at your Mass., home of sea captains and clock and timer. Like new, $75.00. 443-6150.
J23C
local Singer Sewing Center, presidents. Also typewriter, Call Thomas E. Pickard 753-8864
J22C bicycle, sewing machine, marble after 5:00p.m.
Belaire Shopping Center.
J23P
Please Phone
J22P
top table. Phone 753-7557.
PM

C.

.••••••••••••••••••••ib
•
•
• -NOTICE•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Call ... 753-0221

The Land Fill Hours

•
•
•

7 to
Mon. thru Sat.

•

Miss Your Paper
Your

Paper Carrier
First

COUCH
Phone

If No Results:
Phone

t•••••••••••••••••44p
WANTED BABY-SITTER for
little boy in your home. Phone
Learn Cake Decorating:
J21C
436-5539 after dark.
Classes Will Start:
.
4
MONDAY-10:00
A.M.-JULY 2
LIFE GUARDS wanted with
.
.
W.S.I., certificate. Phone 247-3264
The House of Cakes +
or apply at Henry Calloway 4
,
Recreation Corporation
In Front of South Marshall High School .
.

BED, BOOKCASE headboard,
box springs, and innerspr
mattress, matching chest wi
mirror in the top and tw
Ver
chairs.
upholstered
reasonable. Phone 753-6236. J23C

1 OH SALE
nial.
colonial.
J21C

FIVE PIECE solid red cherry
bedroom suite, custom built by
the late Ruel Clark-four poster
bed, double dresser, chest of
drawers and two night stands.
J21P
Phone 492-8773.

Call 753-2310

TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A. FORD PICKUP-1962, F-100.
for Sears Low Price
Edison air conditioners. 10,000 1969-350 Honda motorcycle. 1952
on INSTALLED
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00. Ford tractor with equipment.
Before 5:00 p.m.,
20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU, Phone 753-5216 7.00 a.m.-4:00
SEAMLESS
J22P
Then
$285.00. 26,000 BTU $318.40. Roby p.m.
UM
ALUMIN
LOFT PILE,free from soil is the Sales Highway 68, Benton,
After 5:30 p.m. and carpet
Anmoving
SALE;
GARAGI
17C
July
with
Blue
Lustre. Kentucky.
cleaned
GUTTERING
tiques, boy's clothing, size 10,
Rent electric shampooer $1.00.
Until 6:30 p.m.
clothing, size 6-14,
Big K, Belaire Shopping CenPuryear, Tenn.
CLOSE OUT specials. Moving to girl's
: Classes Taught by Thelma Nanney
.
hooks and toys,
J23C
ter.
new location behind Tom's Pizza children's
*Irs 4tteltne9
clothing, size 10-14,
WANTED BABY-SITTER fat'''.8
Call 527-7157 or 753-5639
--iwavesiwrim--enter
Palace to open up our new women's
weavings,
fabrics,
month old and three year old
IT S TERRIFIC the way we're Western Store and a new boot and knick knacks,
t
••
•••••
•••••
•••••
paintings, and miscellaneous
THERE WILL not be an auction selling Blue Lustre to clean rugs
children in my home. Prefer
FOUR PARTY garage sale,
shoe store. Vernon's corner of 4th
items. Friday and Saturday, Friday, June 72, 5:00 p.m.-9:00
sale at Hazel Auction House. and upholstery. Rent shampooer
mature woman. Must have
TFC
.
Sundays
Open
&Sycamore.
paper
Five
Sharpe
June 15, and 16, 1000
Saturday, June 23. Watch
$1. Kwik-Pik Market,
references. Phone 753-9429. J22C
1TC
p.m. at 805 Sunny Lane.
J22C
J23C
Street.
for next sale. Wilson & Thompson Points.
CHANNEL MAS tR color anJ22C
Auction Service.
24' PONTOON boat, 75 H.P.
R, Frigidaire; tenna, 6 months old, slightly TWO OLD small refrigerators.
REFRIGERATO
leather
NOTICE
LEGAL
will
sell Good for clean up shop or service Johnson, fully carpeted,
MCCUISION'S HOT Tamales G.E. air conditioner; 15,000 BTU; damaged. Lave $95.00,
Electric
seats.
cushion
covered
station. Good condition. Can be start, teleflex cable steering. Can
will be sold three days a week, also Westinghouse air con- for $50.00 or less. Phone 753J21C seen at 906 Sycamore.
J22C
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and ditioner, 18,000 BTU; desk; small 2753.
be seen at Ken Lake boat dock.
AUCTION SALE
Saturdays. Phone 753-3592. J21P radio, grandfather clock with 641 PET Shop. Cocker Spaniel
Jerry McCoy,492-8837. J27C
Call
ot
AM-FM short wave radio and
UPRIGHT FREEZER, frost
puppies, Chihuahuas, and Irish
UNCLAIMED STORAGE
25
boat;
Alumacraft
753Phone
FREE USED couch and chair, stereo; 15'
Sears Coldspot.
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
Setters. Phone 753-1862 or 753- free,
J22C
GOODs
you pick up. Phone 753-2715. 1TP H.P. Johnson motor with electric
6445.
variety of pistols. Buy now while
July
9457.
24NC
start; Dill trailer and fish finder;
In accordance with the
you can still get them at
tapes.
with
to
player
tape
355.7-206
II track
provisions of KRS
ONE PEEKAPOO puppy; one reasonable prices. Country Boy
753Phone 753-5500, 753-6200 or
ICRS 355.7-210, inclusive, Clifton
toy poodle. Phone 7534649. J26C Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
J21C CAMPER, 8' long. Fair con0996.
For Your
B. Emerson,of Emerson Movers,
Junction 117
dition. Willsell cheap. Phone 435- R.V. CAMPER, 1972-18', self from Hopkinsville,
will, on July 7, 1973, at 10:00
and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
4483.
J21P contained. Gas or electric stove,
HOUSE TRAILER, 10'x52', good
o'clock a.m., sell at public
J23C
p.m.
condition. Also 1968 Camaro,
auction on the premises of
refrigerator, furnance, toilet, 2
Use
TV Towers
needs motor. Phone 436-2379. J25C
Emerson Movers, at 703 South
gas tanks, complete and ready to CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot
& Antennas
Fourth Street, Route 5, Murray,
go. Sleeps 6 or 8. Mint condition. full of them
at prices you
bon
lnocula
Lowest Prices Ever
SEAM1.ESS GUTTERING, white
Kentucky, unclaimed household
753-0766, 1810 Monroe Ave. J22P couldn't believe, starting at
TV Service Center
v Moly Mix
enamel finish, never needs
and kitchen furniture and per$450.00. Full type, fold down and
Central Shopping Center
KIFtBY VACUUMS-The shag motor homes. New and used. At
painting. Free estimate. Phone
sonal belongings stored with him
Solo
$.•
Phone 753-5865
rug specialist that adjusts to any Bill's Camper Corner, located at
753-8407 or 753-8992. Atkins Gutter
on April 1, 1972 arl not claimed,
July 10C
carpet. New and used vacuums Bill's Mobile Homes, 3900 Clarks
Service, Murray.
v Dynanap
or so much there as may be
for sale. For demonstration River Road, Paducah, Ky. Phone
necessary o pay\ the liens
TOY POODLES, MCC registered,
TRUCK LOAD sale-Armstong silvers. Five months old. phone Mike Hutchens, your local collect for information, 443thereon and tfi..xphses of the
See
753-0752 or 753- 6150.
turck tires, first line;
sale, plus advertlkli1 and other
J23C
with Kirby distributor.
Good
Housebroken.
June 23C
0359.
825x20 - 10 ply $46.90 + 66.14
just claims against said material
priced.
Reasonably
children.
900:20 - 10 ply $59.18 +$7.33
in the sum of $295.80 as of June 1,
CREOSOTE POLES, 8' to 25',
J21C
Phone 435-5643.
Old Concord Rd
1000x20 - 12 ply $69.95 + $9.10
1973, owed to Emerson Movers,
MOBILE HOME and boat in- and treated fence posts. Murray
Armstorig's best highway tread TRAILER, 10'x52', all electric,isurance. Broad coverage. Low Lumber Company, 104 Maple
for moving and storage of said
Phone 753-8220
truck tires;
furniture.
J23C
air conditioned. $2,000.00. Phone rates. Excellent claim serviCe. Street.
825x20 - 10 ply $54.16 + $6.14
J21C Call us before you buy. Galloway
Said furniture and personal
474-2257 after 4:00 p.m.
900x20 - 10 ply $65.43 + $7.33
Insurance & Realty. Phone 753property was stored by Mrs.
1000x20 - 12 ply $76.68 + $9.10
14' FIBERGLASerunabout with 5842.
Juiy18NC Hit the Road in the all new '73
Dorothy Cashion, whose present
Armstrong's best traction type 35 H.P. Johnson manual motor
Shasta or Golden Falcon
address is unknown, and includes
Travel Trailers
New tilt trailer. $700.00 or boat
truck tires;
living room, bedroom, dining
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gut825x20 - 10 ply $65.21 + $7.25
Stareraft Tent Campers
only,$225.00. Phone 437.4260. J21C ters. Baked on acrylic finish.
room, and kitchen furniture and
900x20 - 10 ply $71.14 + $8.51
appliances as well as bar bells,
also LaPaCo Truck Toppers
Guaranteed for 15 years. Call for
1000x20 - 12 ply $83.09 + $10.52. THREE BICYCLES, two girl's,
small electric organ, and
24" all aluminum-6200.00
753Campbell
Dale
estimate
ee
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton, $15.00 each. One boy's, $20.00.
Motorola Stereo, as well as
Sturdl-House Utility Buildings
July 20C
July 14NC Good condition. May be seen at 7775.
Ky.
miscellaneous cartons, conall sizes-full stock-no
J21C
814 North 20th Street.
sisting of 3,170 pounds, all of
BEAGLE PUPPIES, two, males
foundation required.
which has been stored for more
Registered parents. $10.00 each
BEDROOM SUITE; gas stove,
Check with us before buying.
than twelve months, on which
J21C
one year old; electric stove; NEW SINGER touch and sew Phone 753-6354.
We will NOT be undersold.
price.
list
off
$76.00
machine,
moving and storage charges are
oak
dresser;
automatic washer;
J21C
753-5323
Gillespie Motor Co.
Phone
conin default. For further inair
nice stereo; 110 volt
1969 APPLEBY camping tent
435-4042
formation, inquire of Emerson
Phone
ditioner.
trailer, sleeps 4. Lights and spare
E. Wood St.
J21P GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears tire. Excellent condition, $295.00.
Movers. Douglas Shoemaker will
evenings.
Paris, Tenn.
- _ seamless gutters, installed per Phone 753-8359.
J21C
be auctioneer.
Phone 901-642-1751
your specifications. ('all Larry
EMERSON MOVERS
PECKY CYPRESS lumber, good
Hours: 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon
free
for
753-2310
5.000 1.yles at
Emerson
By: Clifton B.
for interior decorating,
thru Fri., Sat. 8 a.m. 'till 2
TFC
estimate
J2l&J28C
SALE, several p.m.
GARAGE
A square feet. Phone 753-5671 days
families. Baby items, boat motor,
V or 7534430 nights.
GEESE, DUCKS, Bantams, stereo, candles and much more
AUTOS YOR SALE
Chicks, Guineas. Fancy and old too numerous to mention. BEAUTIFULLY
RESTORED
Authorized Sales and Service
10:00 authentic pie safe Phone 753Also
Hubert Alexander. Thursday and Friday,
-1963.
favorites.
VAN
CHEVROLET
door
CHEVROLET-1963, four
July 17C
Curtis Mathis color console T V. three miles south Sedalia, a.m.-7:00 p.m., 1612 Magnolia 7616.
hardtop, good transmission,
J21C
J72N0- Drive.
Street
12th
So.
515
Phone 753-7484 after 4:30 p m 121C' Kentucky. 3284563.
12:00
after
$125.00. Phone 753-2801
J23C
noon.

753-1916

:

753-7278

Irvin Cobb Resort

PURPOSES'
equity, deduct
31 per month
nd completely

tree farm near
your own birds

d. Just a short

Off 732 Hwy. 436-5811

5 a.m.-9 p.m. - Mon.-Thurs.
5 a.m.-10 p.m. - Fri;, Sat., Sun.

Catfish Dinners

SGYBEANS

Fri.-Sat -Sun.

resting-Check
it near Stella.
a horse. Only

professionally
00.00.
31- building site
miles south of

n WNBS Radio
iits. $16,000.00.

fling - Do it all
'rame cabin at
T retreat. The
nal view of the
ig or cookouts.

is choice lot in
view from a
ou many years

We Also Have

v Chicken v Steaks
v Country Ham, etc.

Murray
arehousing Corp.

.
....
....
....
....
....
....
.
.
.
.
.
.
$2350
.
.
. Will Buy an Economy Car, built by
•

•
•

•
•

Ford Motor Co.

1973 COMET - 2-Dr. Sedan

ecosoemermate

•
•

6 Cylinder Engine, WSW Tires
- at -

Hatcher Auto Sales

igswood,--Sher-es - Kentucky
t, Pine Bluff

•

•
•

1/3 Off to Y2 Off

Tat ROI

utfox misfortun

NOTICE

DUE TO recent promotion, four
openings soon. $150.00 per week.
Public work. Write F. B. Hargis,
Box 1125, Henderson, Ky.,
J22C
42420.

YARD SALE, Thursday, Friday•
and Saturday, clothing, wigs,
dishes, etc. 4th & Gilbert, Hazel,
J22C •
Kentucky.

self
TRAVEL TRAILER, 15'
trailer
lift
easy
contained, toilet,
hitch, sway control, used once.
J22C
Phone 753-6825.

WANT TO BUY: hay, grass or CHEVROLET-1956, $125.00.
J26NC Phone 753-7975.
clover. Phone 753-3127.
J21C

WANTED WAITRESS, day shift.
Apply at Hazel Cafe or phone 492J22C
9785.

FOR SALE

FOR SAI.E

"..

GRAND TORINO Sport-1972,
WANT TO BUY: metal or wood white, 351 cubic inch, power
wardrobe, cedar chest, and old steering and brakes, automatic
cook books. Phone 753-7531. J21C transmission and air. Phone 489J21C
2346.

power
CHRYSLER-1968,
WANT TO BUY; wheat, straw in brakes, steering and air conlarge or small amounts. Will pick ditioner. Phone 753-3061.
J22P
up in field. Phone Lynn Robinson,
J22C
753-5167 or 489-2189.
PONTIAC CATALINA-1967
station wagon with power and
air. Runs in first class shape.
FOR TRADE
J22C
Phone 753-4639.
WILL TRADE new three
bedroom brick house in Murray 3LDSMOBILE-1968 Del Mont
for farm, with or without house. 38, power steering and brakes
J23C
Phone Mrs. Williams at 762-2557 and air. Phone 753-5686.
J27C
after 5:00p.m.
PICKUP-1953.
CHEVROLET
J23C
Phone 753-7254.
HELP W ANTED

View

Another

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

Lincoln - Mercury - Capri - Toyota & GMC

•
•
•

•16

•

IL
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2 feet
/
The cheese was about 11
across and nearly two feet high.
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Supreme Court Reverses
Trend Toward Obscenity

Dean Tells Of Hoover-Nixon
Conversation In Testimony

WASHINGTON (AP)- In a those in the South to sweeping
Leonard Garment, the
if no
Dean's account of the conversadecision reversing a decade- desegregation orders even
5-4
By MICHAEL PUTZEL
present White House counsel,
of
separation
decreed
ever
law
pertion
toward
Writer
Press
trend
long
Associated
the document NBC had
said
Dean
said
also
summary
races.
the
Court
The
missiveness,the Supreme
WASHINGTON i AP ) - The
-did not come from the White
-Held that police may
today severely restricted the
late FBI Director J. Edgar told investigators that the
Sena
is
apparently
but
House"
Comthe
automobiles without a
and
House
search
White
protected
NixPresident
pornography
of
told
range
Fellow says if you want to Hoover once
warrant under certain condimittee for the Re-election of the ate staff memorandum based
surveillance
electronic
Constitution.
the
by
that
on
take
living,
of
cost
figure your
notes of discussions between
Nixon in President sabotaged a House on
In an opinion written by Chief tions.
MEMORIAL KINDERGARTEN-Graduation ceremonies at
your income and add ten per had been used against
Garment and the Senate cominves-election
pre
committee's
-Ruled that defendants in
campaign,
presidential
the 1968
were held recently.
kindergarten
Church
Warm ,E• fAitiier.t. the
Juatice
Baptist
Memorial
the
staff.
mittee
affair,
Watergate
the
cases are not entitled
of
criminal
tigation
past year,Jain- W. Dean- rrr has quoted
-court held:
-We wouldn't Undertake to The children presented a summary of the work in the
lawyer present
President Nixon's orders.
a
have
to
on
saying.
as
standards
President
morning
The
the
certificate.
community
graduation
a
pupil
received
-Local
and each
Our wild Daisies have about
witnesses art•
Wright Patman. D-Tex., vouch for-the accuracy or comprospective
Rep
when
replied
have
to
said
to
is
left
of,
standards
Nixon
rather than national
we'll be
done their do so
of the memo- session, taught by Mrs. Jerrell White, was composed
shown photographs of the ac.bugging chairman of the House Banking pleteness
Tim
Walker,
determining
Chris
in
Dodd,
Quinton
used
Manning,
Timmy
be
may
right,
mowing them down the next he would have to use
said. Nonesometime and Currency Committee, want- randum," Garment
whether material is obscene cused.
Weatherford, Tammy Thomas, Michael Ray, Eric Roberts,
time we mow.It is some trouble to his own advantage
a full-scale inves- theless, the explanations vary
conduct
to
ed
-Ruled that states may refuture.
the
in
Justin Riley, Roger Hale, Kim Hatcher, Leanna
Osmus,
therefore not protected by
and
Wende
to mow around them, but it is
and
version
Dean's
from
widely
in tigation of the June 17, 1972,
quire people receiving federal
Mark
That exchange is
Chilcutt,
Kelly
Harding,
Steven
Paschall,
Constitution.
Carrie
the
,
Ke.a
worth it for the show they put
head- characterize the fired counsel
with the
an official summary of Dean's break-in at Democratic
and Molly Imes.
-That juries and courts no welfare aid to register
on.
learned as repeatedly having kept the Garrison,
work.
for
state
closed-door testimony before quarters after his staff
matethat
longer need to find
Watergate from the
corn- that campaign funds routed truth about
-Rejected an attempt to
rial is "utterly" without reDay Lilies around town in full the Senate Watergate
President.
were
bank
Mexican
a
through
three New York counties
force
Saturday.
lasr
mittee
before
value
social
deep
deeming
some
bloom. We have
Also Wednesday:
to help finance the operused
dethey have not been rafew
gives
prove
to
summary
The
they declare it obscene.
maroon ones, among others.
-Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr., I)cially discriminatory in past
tails. Sources close to the in- ation.
they
wrote,
Burger
Instead,
Patman became embroiled in NC., chairman of the Waterthe
may determine whether the elections.
new Slash Pine, vestigation said Wednesday
The
struggle with a Republican gate committee, was reported
a
pursued
not
was
conversation
"Hard core" pornography
White
work "taken as a whole lacks
Japanese Black Pine and
nearto
release
decided
have
to
at the executive session and the member of his committee, Rep.
the target of Burger's opinwas
politiartistic,
literary
serious
Pine are doing well
took
Dean
ly all the documents
fired White House counsel in- Garry Brown of Michigan, over
ion.
value."
scientific
or
cal,
the White House, locked
would explain it fur- whether the probe was to con- from
"One can concede that the
Young birds much in evidence dicated he
In other actions today, the
tele- tinue. and the battle climaxed in a safe-deposit box and later
committee's
the
at
ther
revolution' of recent
'sexual
•
in the yard. Although they are
a
federal
to
court:
Oct. 3 with a 20 to 15 com- turned over
next week.
hearings
vised
have had useful byyears
may
they
as large as their parents
judge, who gave Ervin a copy.
-Ruled that the Constitution products in striking layers of
'The White House has refused mittee vote against granting
still are not adverse to being
Civil
Liber-The
American
inthe
trynot
require that juries
does
comment on Dean's testi- subpoena power for
prudery from a subject long irfed, fluttering their wings and to
ties Union said in U.S. District
ing civil court cases have 12 rationally kept from needed
after he appears "in vestigation.
until
mony
the
assuming
wise
other
members.
Brown said in an interview Court here that the convictions
under oath."
ventilation," Burger wrote.
AFTERNOON CLASS-Teacher, Mrs. Larry Harrison, and
posture of helplessness. They public
-Held in a 5-4 decision that
gave this ac- Wednesday that his fight with of the seven Watergate defend- Teacher-Assistant, Mrs. Mike C,asteel. Left to right, Kelley
summary
The
"But it does not follow that
can all fly well.
beout
thrown
be
should
ants
laws which bar sex dis- no regulation of patently offencount of a meeting between Patman started before Dean's
Emerine, Terri BilLington, Debra Adams,
Sherry
Humphreys,
cause they resulted from
crimination in newspaper want sive 'hard core' materials is
Nixon, Dean and former presi- meeting with the President and
Tammy Miller, Lillian Olazabal, Carruth Kittrell, Steve Griggs,
"frauds upon the court."
ads do not violate the First
dential Chief of Staff H.R. Hal- that he knew of no pressure apMolena Norsworthy, Deborah Therrien, Kathy Carson, Sandra
needed or permissible; civilized
Amendment to the Constitution. people do not allow unregulated
Watergate conspirator E. McClure, Jimie Vance, Tom Harrison, and Kendra Thurmond.
deman last Sept. 15, the day a plied to anyone on the com-Ruled that Northern school
Howard Hunt's lawyer confederal grand jury returned in- mittee by the White House.
access to heroin because it is a
districts are as susceptible
Photos by David Hill
e:gainst seven men in
In another Watergate devel- firmed testimony given by Hunt
ats
dictir
derivative of medicinal morgate break-in and opment Wednesday, NBC News in a closed-door session of the
phines," Burger continued in
Federal State Market News the
obtained what it called a White Watergate committee. At the
bugging case:
the majority opinion.
Service June 21, 1973
logs
"Dean met with the Presi- House explanation of the
session Hunt reportedly said
He was joined by the three
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
dent after the indictments had provided to the Senate com- former White House aide
other appointees of President
Market Report Includes 9
been handed down. Nixon said mittee of Dean's meetings and Charles W. Colson had considNixon, Justices Harry A. BlackBuying Stations
reported what a telephone conversations with ered ordering Hunt to break
Haldeman
mun, Lewis F. Powell Jr., and
Receipts: Act. 435 Est. 500
the President.
good job Dean had done.
into the home of Arthur BreWilliam H. Rehnquist, and vetBarrows & Gilts steady Sows
The Associated Press has re- mer. the man who shot Gov.
"Nixon said that Hoover had
eran court member Byron R.
steady to 25 cents higher
had
Dean
George C. Wallace last year.
told him that Nixon had been ported the logs show
White.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 38.25-38.75
ment appropriation bill, de- during designated periods of
By CARL C. CRAFT
bugged in the 1968 campaign, one substantive meeting with
Hunt reportedly told the inBurger noted that for the
below
is
season
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 37.75-38.25
Senthe
marketing
with
along
the
go
cided to
Associated Press Writer
and Nixon said that sometime Nixon, Dean and Haldeman last vestigators that Colson wanted
time since the court defirst
37.00-37.75
difference
lbs.,
240-260
the
US 2-4
WASHINGTON (AP) - The ate's S20,000-a-farmer approach the target price,
in the future they would have year(the Sept. 15 meeting) and to check into possible left-wing
clared obscenity to be beyond
dithrough
up
US 3-4 260-290 lbs., 36.50-37.00
made
votbe
by
step
would
another
went
and
House Agriculture Committee
37 meetings and phone calls connections to Bremer.
to use it to their advantage."
the protection of the First
Sows
stamped its final approval to- ing to bar the sale or lease of rect payments to producers.
A source close to the investi- since late February 1973,
Amendment in 1957, "a major32.50-33.50
lbs.,
770-350
1-2
US
After the first year, the tar- ity
day on a sweeping general cotton acreage allotments after
gation was asked if the summaof this court has agreed on
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 31.50-32.50
31.
Dec.
to
adjusted
be
would
new
subsidy
a
bill
with
farm
get prices
ry meant Nixon planned to use
guidelines to isolate
concrete
put
US 2-3 450-650 lb.., 30.50-31.50
committee
House
the
As
limit and a target price plan of
reflect changes in the Agricul- 'hard core' pornography from
the report that he was bugged
Boars V.50-32.00
of
support for major commodities. the last touches on its draft
ture Department's cost of pro- expression protected by the
as a political issue or planned
The vote was 31 to 4, with the general farm bill Wednes- duction index and changes in
bugging.
use
to
First Amendment."
Mayfield Feeder Pigs Sales,
Rep. William C. Wampler, R- day, Secretary of Agriculture productivity.
"He meant bugging oast,"
Critics of a standard based
Total head 299, compared to
battle
to
pledged
Vs., voting "present." Votes Earl L. Butz
Ma
Among other things, the bill on local community attitudes
the source said, referr
last week, $6.00410.00 lower.
against the legislation were proposals which wouki provide would continue the food stamp
prices for wheat, and food-for-peace programs; have complained that it would
U.S. 1-2 25-34 lbs., $60.25
By WILLIAM F. NICHOLSON . antigovernment snipers were cast by Reps. Charles M. Tea- guaranteed
that are above repeal the wheat certificate require publishers, motion piccotton
and
U.S. 1-2 35-44 lbs., 53.50
blamed for the hail of bullets gue, R-Calif., the senior GOP corn
Associated Press Writer
the Nixon ad- program-the so-called bread ture producers and others to
by
urged
levels
U.S. 1-2 45-54 lbs., 47.50
A.
Goodling,
George
member;
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina that turned the joyful welcomproduce material that would
ministration.
U.S. 1-2 36-64 lbs., 43.50
tax-and would extend the wool meet the standards of the na(AP) - Argentine strongman ing ceremony into a scene of R-Pa., Paul Findley, Rill., and
legislathe
of
terms
lbs.,
over
Under
43.75
65
1-2
U.S.
LaMar Baker, R-Tenn
and dairy programs.
Juan D. Peron spent his first panic.
tion's most prudish community.
U.S. 1-2 under 25 lbs. 70.50
Rep. W. R. Poage, D-Tex., tion, basically similar to the
Galon Willis, 76, of 200 night home from exile under
The violence forced the charexisting
the
bill,
Senate-passed
U.S. 3 25-34 lbs., $57 00
at
Wednesday,
Mulberry, died
tight security after gunfire left tered jetliner bringing Peron committee chairman, told
U.S 3 35-44 lbs., 50.50
11 p.m. at the convalescent 13 persons dead by official from Spain, where he had lived newsmen after the vote that he 1970 law-due to expire Dec.
US. 3 45-54 lbs., 149 50
division of the Murray- count and more than 250 since his ouster from power 18 hopes to get the bill to the floor 31-would be changed by setU.S 355-64 lbs., 45.00
ting up a so-called target price
Calloway County Hospital.
wounded in a huge welcoming years ago, to land at a secure for House action during the secU.S. 3 over 65 lbs 44.50
concept of supports under cotWillis is survived by two crowd.
air force base several miles ond week of July.
ton, wheat and feed grains such
a
we've
good
got
think
daughters, Cathenia Willis and
Peron and his third wife, Isa- from the airport.
as corn and grain sorghums.
Three
Poage
it,"
Murray.
of
Willis
passing
Clovis
bel, were at the official presiAfter his arrival, Peron can- chance of
This would mean crop subseveral
he
he
and
said
what
despite
added,
grandchildren
the
before
appearance
his
celed
dential
in
residence
suburban
.
()I1 • .
WASHINGTON (AP) High- because of price increases.
nieces and nephews also sur- Olivos. Security measures there vast crowd. But he spoke on considers a veto threat facing sidies, running some $3.5 billion
Food again accounted for a
(Continued trent Page 1i
eliminated as er costs for food, clothing and
be
would
year,
a
bill
its
vive.
in
the
form.
present
the
were stricter than those around television and radio during
big rise in the cost of living,
consumer
pushed
gasoline
continuation
a
is
there
as
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